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DAILY PRESS.
——

N. A. FOSTER & CO.

SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE!

per year in advance.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.25,il paid within six months; and $2.50, if paymem be delayed beyond six months.
Katea of

Advertising.

$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 nor square
per week; three insertions or loss, $1.50.
‘•Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
halt a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

ing:

GOODS

WINTER

SOLD

BE

TO

OF

STOCK

ENTIRE

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large oirculation in every P&rof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion4
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
UP" All Communications Intended for the paper
Editor of the Press,”
should be directed to the
Puband those of a business character to the
lishers.”
63^“ JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on appltea*
tian as above.

Thibets,

Poplins,

Delaines,
Alpaccas,
Bright Plaids,
Shirting Flannels,
&c., &c.
All Wool

....

THE

CYRUS

CAKE!

....

f>

BABB’S,

K.

Block.

Clapp’s

jan3eoUt»

on hand, or made to order.
promptly attended to at
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me

bo

The Dividends oi the Charter Oak are tqual in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS

IT

dtt

HENRY I'.

T. E.

p]

WORCESTER,

BOSTON,

men

wanted

solicitors.

aa

Nov. 15.

a'HE

OF-

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf,
NonFOLK, Va.
I3P* Consignments solicited.

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter: Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Read & Co., Portland, Me.
no28d6m

we are

For the transaction of

a

Co-part-

NEAB LONG

Prentiu Iaring,

Commission Merchants,

We have all the

APPLES, &c.
Portland, Me.

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
Produce.
sep20dlyr

Sold in New York

as are

WORKERS,

22—dtt

JA

K.

FICKETT,

Dealer

in

Photographic Goods,

Portland, Mr.

Deerin#, Milliken &

[ We

Calf

have

and

Patent

Co.,

Manufacturers oi and Dealers in

and

Single

Soles,

CO.,

Luther Dana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
ldtf
John A. S. Dana.

Fresco and Banner

FOR

Portland, Maine.
Work executed in every part oi the State.
jnneldtl

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND,

25—dtt

MONET l

ONE PRICE.

TERMS CASH.

MAINE.

SUMMER

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

B

S T O 3ST

O

_

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bowl*, Bran St Silver Plated Cock*.

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

EVERY

&c., arranged and set up in the bent manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of .JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprtldtt

C.

P.

or

taken through mistake from Commer-

cial Wharf,
STOLEN

Three Hlids. Cienfuegos Molasses,
No. 65,
Gauge, 119.
No. 31,
Gauge, 146.
No. 104,
Gauge, 143.
Whoever will give Information where the property
can he found, will receive the above reward by addressing
THOS. LYNCH, or
BRIGGS & CRESSEY.

Dec 14-fltf
J.

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEED?, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest

and

cheapest routes.

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)
P. O. Boat 4T1.

PORTLAND, ME.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St„ Boston, Mass,

juneltf

Arcade
F.

DAVIS,

£

y.

K.

Free

18

SEES:
CHAPMAN*

Woolens,
Street,'

M.

St.,

Hutchins &

Co.

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
are

Company,

B.

BF.ED.

ju4dtf

the Cumberland National
are hereby notified that there
meeting of the Stockholders, at their Banking Boom, on Thursday, the 18th day of January,
1866, at 3 o'clock P. M., for the choice of Directors
and the transaction of any other business that may
come before thorn.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Dec. 16.1865.—dolSdlm

St.,

and

^

ex-

AT

change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates of Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
Dm 4, 1801.
dc«tl

COST.

at Cost, at No. 37$ Middle St., Payson Block.
The balance of stock of Toys must be sold regardless of prices, to make room for a millinery stock
P. S. W.
the ensuing «v> ring.

TOYS

Ih»c22—dtr

quick

a cough, but loosens It so that the
patient can expeotoratc freely. It is within

Price 14el 11 ht Only 35

dents 11

and is for sale by all Druggists.
C.U.CLARK h CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. F. PHILLIPS If CO., J. W. PERKINS lr CO.,
and H. H.HdY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agentt,

eodfcwlyr

August 31,1865

oonvlnoed of their superiorieverything else of tbe kind ever offered to
pnblio tor Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarse-

Inv Thus ! and be

ty

aess Sore Throat, Catarrh
ous testimonials from tne

Numerand lnnuenza.
Clergy, and others, ac-

companying each box. For sale by tb. principal
msiKeodtf
Druggists throughout the city.
Valuable Beal Estate in Scarboro’
For Sale.
of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit purQAA ACRES
sttUU chasers.
Also the Homestead Farm, containing .boat 125
acres very superior un-land, being tbe property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wtf

GOODS!

Lot

Portland, January 1st, 1866.
MR. JOHN YEATON retires from our firm
in the Ship Chandlery and Grocery Business, from
this date; he will continue to do business as Commrcclal Broker, in connection with Mr. Joseph
Hale, under our firm name, as heretofore.
YEATON & HALE.
Jan. 1, 1866.
jo8d3w

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,
ALL

BALMORAL

Alcohol in my

Hungarian

Balm!

And yet it will keep the hair moist longer than any
article composed of oil; by four applications it will
stop the hair from falling oil; in the worst cases ot
*
lever in forty-eight hours. To be had at
74 Middle St., Cor. of Exchange St., upstairs,

gy Aghnts wanted in every town in
All orders promptly attended to.

build houses of
character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf building, on
qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where
plans

satisfactory

completion

Plain and

Fancy Flannels,

V ery

Dissolution of Copartnership.
^P^^i^opartnership

heretofore existing under the

Randall dfc Woodbury,
is this day dissolved by mutual
consent, and the business of the firm wlu be settled at the old stand
by
the
partners.

J. F. RANDALL,
W. H. WOODBURY,

Portland, January 1,

1866.

Cheap

AT EASTMAN

!

JOHN RANDALL.

The undersigned will continue the business at the
store lately occupied by Randall & Woodbury, under the firm of RANDALL BROS.
J. F. RANDALL.

JOHN

on

TAKEN

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, VICE-PRESIDENT.
C. C. HIKE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 186 Fore Street, Pertlmnd, Me,

John W. Munger <& Co.,
octSdly

Fop Sale.

LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,
the main AveA
nue. Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is

Agents.

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Dec 14—dtl

|___
Fop Sale.
HE Stock and Fixtures ot a
Grocery and Provision Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade.
_

T
Location

one

of the

No.

36

Hanover

St.

to

store.
For particulars enquire at this office.
Dec 26, 1866-diwtf

corner

Got up In the Best Possible

Short Notice,
And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cnees,

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

Mattress licks.
Nov 4—dtf

BBLS.

KILN DRIED MEAL.
HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL.

400

BUSHELS RYE, in store and for sale by

WALDRON A TRUE,

N«fc 4 4t 5 Union Wharf.

fllHOUSANDS can realize a hundred dollars weekly.
X No utensils required except tlioee found in every
household: profits 100 per cent.; demand staple as
flour. Full particulars sent on receipt of two stamps
lor return postage. Address
HOPKINS & BROWN,
641 Broadway, New York.
Janldlw&w3w

HOODS, HOODS, HOOD!

a

piesent,

Ladies Attention.

RANDALL

All

no

TUBBANS,—Plain

Styles

a person with
for a Christmas
or
cases

appropriate
neat pocket

family

Homoeopathic Medicines,
To be obtained at No.

92

Exchange

Street.

M. SEAVEY.

Dec 1—d6w

a

supply of those

XT nder-Flannels,
Selling

P.

so

LOW by

MORRELL &
Exchange

CO.,

St.

by
TWITCHEU BROS, ft CIIAMPLUT,

Jan 8,1886—d2w

49

ute liabilities.
$604,87984
And ot cash assets as follows:
viz., Investments in
Railroad

$39,796 97

Bonds and

47,561 17

Stock
16,493 63
United States, State
and City Bonds,
52,030 63
Loans on collateral,
and Notes Receiva-

ble,

9,042 49

Estate,
12,800 00
Cash on hand,
2,673 17
Balance in Agents
189 39-179,586 66
hands,

Real

-*684,466 49
12,366,619 01
Amount of liabilities (other than amount
at risk), viz.:
Claims for losses,
3,600 00
Unclaimed dividends,
882 20
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
rendered for expenses.
A. STURT, President.
THOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary.

74

Middle,

Street.

Portland Freedmen’s Aid Association.
have been made with GEO.
R. DAVIS, Esq., whereby contributionsTOl
Clothing for the use of destitute Freedmen are to bo
received by him at the Bookstore of Messrs. DAVIS
BROTHERS. No. B3 Exchange Street, and forwarded to such points as may be reported most in need of
aicli supplies.
Contnbutious of Clothing and Money arc respectfully solicited; the former to be sent as above, the
latter to JAMES T. McCOBB, Esq., Treasurer o!
the Association.
GEORGE F. TALBOT, Secretary.
Dec 30. 1865—3\vd*w

For

Cough., Cold*

and

Balsam!

Con.uniplion I

and still the beet known

in

Comma rclal Street

1832,
ESTABLISHED
remedy fur all affections qf the Lungs, Throat and
the
Chest. Be careful to
get
genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Small, 60 cents.
Large Bottles, $1.00.

Pure Cod Iiiver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER & CO., who have tacilitics for obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.
Nov 10—dawOm

J.

Copartnership existing
F. Weeks & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual
THE
and the business of the firm will be settled

consent,
by either of the psrtners, at their old stand. All Indebted are requested to settle, and all having demands will present them lor payment.
J. F. WEEKS,
J. L. WEEKS.
at the old stand
continued
be
will
business
The
fjyby J. L. Weeks.
dec30
'13w
Portland. Jan. 1.1860.
_

..

Copartnership.

vacant lot of Land on corner of Spruce and
Brackett atreete, 60 x 00 feet, will be sold at a
bargain. Title perfect, and location exceedingly desirable. For terms, Ac., inquire of
WILLIAM Id. PUTNAM,
jansdzw
T4 Middle Street.

THE

MECHANICS' HALL.
arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions, Levees, &c., may be obtained
applicaon

KICHABD COLE, Superintendent,
JunelSdtl
Nd. 2 Tolman Place.

tion to

BRADBURY A SWEAT,
and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

OfBee JIT Middle Street,

®“KiRaAwII?.T’}

PORTLAND, ME.

Mr. Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of
business entrusted
Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
him,
or any of the Departments,
dc20tf
and will attend to any
January,
to
befhre the

rpHE
X

undersigned have this day formed a Copartnership for the transaction of aGeneral Commission Business»
under the name and 1! rmot

CHURCHILL, BROWNS

$L MANSON.
B. BROWN is a special
parf ner in the house,
has contributed Seventy-1 *tve Thousand
Dollars to Its capital.
Jas. M. Ch ckchill,
Phillip H’ wet Bbowf,
John Mae shall Biowir,
B. T. Man. ion.
D„41
Portland, January 1, 1866.
Jsntdlm.
J.
and

<3-. R. PAI NE,

Teacher of Pia

no

Forte

And Musical 1 ,'heory.
OP SLATE AT PAINE’S
MUSIC STORE,
163 Middle St
Oot 28—eodSm*

feet.

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
Uhited States of Amebica, l
I
District qf Maine, St.
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
notice that the following Libel has been Bled
said Court, viz:
A label against THE SCHOONER RAINBOW.
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collector of the District of Machias, on the third day of
December last past, at Milbridge, in said District.
Wbicb seizure was for a breach of the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libel; that a hearing and trial will be bail thereon at Portland, In said District, on the twenty-third
day (if January current, where any person Interested therein may appear and show cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this sixth day of January, A.
D‘ 1866‘

PURSUANT
Subllc

Deputy U.
Jan 6. dltd

S.

commander-ln-chief.—

of the govaubjects.are duly mainthe method may
justify itself bv
its success as well as its intention.
If he has
assisted the people to reorganize their
legislatures and to re-establish the
machinery ot the
local State government; though this method
may be less remflar than if an act of Congress
had prescribed it, still, it has
permitted the
people to feel their way back into the works
and ways of loyalty, to exhibit their temper
of mind, and to “show their liands.” Was it
not better for the cause of (fee government, of
civil liberty, to incur the risk of error in that
direction, than of error in the opposite one?—
It has proved that the national government is
not drunk with power; that its four years’
exercise of the dangerous rights of war has
not affected its
brain, It has shown that the
danger of despotic centralism, or of central
despotism, is safely over.

that we are to be governed only by Justice,
Humanity, the Public Safety, and our duty to
reorganize those conquered, belligerent States,
as we can, and when we can consistently

therewith.

The proceedings already had

are

F. A. QUINBT,
Marshal, District ot Maine.

only

cer-

tain acts In the great drama of
Reorganization.
They do not go for nothing; they were not
nor
do
I approach them with
unnecessary;
criticism, llut they are not the whole drama.
Other acts are required for its
completion.—
What they shall be depends in part on the
wisdom of Congress to determine.

The doctrine of the President that—in the
steps preliminary to reorganizing a State
which Is not, and has not been theoretically
cut off from the Union—he must recognize its
own organic law, antecedent to the
rebellion,
may not be contested. I adhere, quite as

strictly

as

he,

to the

logical

consequence* of

that doctrine. I agree that the rebel States
ought to come back again into the exercise of
their State fuactions and the enjoyment of
their representative power—by the action and
by the votes, of the same class of persons,
namely, the same body of voters, or tenants of

political rights

and

privileges, by

the votes, ac-

tion or submission of whom, those States were
carried into the rebellion.
But, yet, it may be at the same time, needful and proper, in the sense of wise statesmanship, to require of them the amplification of
certain privileges, the recognit ion of certain
rights, the establishment of certain institutions, the re-distribution even of political power—to be by them accorded and executed
through constitutional amendments, or otherwise—as elements of acceptable reorganization; and as necessary to the re-adjustment of
political society in harmony with the new relations, and the new basis of universal freedom, resulting from the rebellion itself. It
these things are found to be required by wise
statesmanship, then the right to exact them,
as conditions of restoring those States to the
enjoyment of their normal functions, is to be
found, just where the Nation found the right
to crush the rebellion and the incidental right
of emancipating slaves.
Proper Baals of Representation.
From the adoption of the Constitution in
1780, up to the rebellion—when the slave
states withdrew in a body from both houses of
Congress—the southern states were allowed
representation in the popular branch ot the
national legislature for three-fifths of their
“black cattle;” a kind of property in humau
form, but property still, without the recognition of any human right
Now that this kind of cattle has been abolished and the three or four millions of
things
have become so many free, human beings,
with the ordinary rights
belonging to humaniity, the question is whether, in making up the
basis of representation for the reconstructed

In dealing with those States, with a view to or
reorganized Union, sta'es recently in refulfilling the national guaranty of a republi- bellion are to have a
premium allowed for
can form of government, it is plain, since the
their treason, by counting flue-fifth* instead of
nation was railed upon to reorganize government, where no loyal Kepublican State Gov- three fifths of this black population, thus givernment is in existence, that it must, of absoing to those states some fifteen or twenty more
lute necesshy, deal directly with the People
representatives in the House than they were
themselves. If a State Government were menaced and in danger of subversion, then the na- allowed—with the same population—before
tion would be called upon to aid the existing the rebellion; and, of course, adding to their
government of the State in sustaining itself relative political power by the same number.
against the impending danger. But the pres- If the
emancipated blacks were enfranchised
The State Governent case is a different one.
and thus allowed to vote, it would be
ment was subverted in each rebel State more
perfectly
than four years ago. The State, in its corporfair to allow them to be counted in
making
up
ate capacity, went into rebellion; and as long the basis of
representation, but the proposias it had the power, waged and maintained
tion of the Democrats and "conservatives” is
against the nation rebellious war. There is
But to increase largely the political power of the
no government in them to deal with.
there are the people. It is to the people we South without any increase in the number of
must go. It is through their people alone, and
those who are to wield that power, thus
givit is in their primary capacity alone, as people,
unorganized and without a government, that ing to one white man in South Carolina as
the nation is capable now of dealing with
much power in Congress as is wielded by two
them at all. And, therefore, the goverement of or three citizens of
Maine or any other North
the nation is obliged, by the sheer necessity of
em state I
This
is
Democracy, according to
to
of
the case,
know who are the people
the
State, in the sense of the National Constitu- the practical definition of to-day—Democracy
tion, in order to know how to reach them.— according to the developments of the “latterCongress, discerning new people, with new day” political saints.
rights, and new duties and new interests (of
A remedy for this flagrant
inconsistency is
the nation itself even), springing from them,
admitted to be demanded by all who do not
may rightfully stipulate in her behalf. If Congiess perceives that it cannot fulfil its guaran- expect, in their political party relations to proty to all the people of a State, without such a fit by it. Some
proposed, as the easiest remestipulation, then it not only may, but it ought
to insist upon the removal of all reetrioto, require and secure it. The guaranty is one dy,
concerning all, not merely a part of the People. tions upon suffrage based upon caste or color,
And though the government of a State might ss a condition precedent to the readmlssion of
be of republican form, and yet not enfranchise
the late rebel states to their normal relations
its colored citizens, still the substance and
within the Union. Others proposed to malm
of
would
be
the
violated, if,
equity
guaranty
the number of legal voters the
in addition to their non-enfranchisement, the
only basis of
colored people should be compelled to share
representation, so that the political power of
the burdens of a State Government, the beneany state in Congress shall be proportionated
fits of which would enure to other classes,—to
to the nurnbei of those who wield that
their own exclusion. A republican form of
power.
government is not of necessity just and good. The principal objection to this theory, perhaps,
Nor is another form, of necessity, unjust and
is that it would be a reversal of the
principle
bad. A monarch may be humane, thoughtful
turn

just

ui

every

uu«9

tuiu

wj

cvci

v

which representation has been based from
the start, and further, that it would ftimiah
motives for endless schemes of
corruption In
regulating conditions of suffrage so as to gain

on

iubu.

jx

republic may be inhamape, regardless of, and
unjust to some of Its subjects, Our National
government and most oftke State governments
were so, to those whom they treated as slaves,

whose servitude they aggregated by their
the interest of Slavery. The Nation cannot hereafter pretend that it has kept
its promise and fulfilled Its guaranty, when it
shall have only organized governments of republican /ormjunless it can look all the people
ip the lace and declare that it has kept its
promise with them all. The voting class alone
—those who possess the franchise under the
State Constitutions—were not the People.—

political

power.

It seems to us the resolution offered
by Mr.
Blaine of this State,—foreshadowed in the
recent speech of Judge
Spaulding of Ohio,
to in exactly the rignt direction. It
proposes to adopt gross population as the
basis of representation, but in
reckoning this
population to exclude from it those who are
disfranchised on account of race or color.—
They never were the People. They are not
now.
They were simply the Trustee* of a cer- The Chinaman in California who is allowed no
tain power, for the benefit of all the people, voice in the State because of his
race, and the
and not merely for their own advantage. The Freedman of the South
who is equally disnation does not fulfil its guaranty by dealing
with them alone. It may deal through them, franchised because of his color, would not swell
It may accept their action the population upon which
with the people.
representation
But no matas satisfactory in its discretion.
would be based. This would in fact introduce
ter who may be the agents through whom the
no new element into the
Constitution, for that
nation reaches and deals with the people, that
guaranty of the National Constitution is fatal- already excludes “Indians not taxed.”
We agree with the Boston Journal that the
ly violated, unless the nation secures to oil the
people of those disorganized States the sub- whole question is hill of difficulties. “If,” says
A
of
Govebsand
stantial benefits
advantages
We that paper, “the Southern negroes could now
We cannot hide behind a word.
mekt.
“be admitted to the ballot box on any plan apcannot be content with the “form.” The subThe proaching
stance bargained lor is a Government.
fairness, the whole trouble, of
“form” is also bargained for, hut that is only
would be at an end. But suppose
The people, and all the people “course,
an incident.
alike, must have and enjoy the benefits and “nothing of the kind is done—then shall tha
advantages of a yovernment, for the common “reconstructed rebels have twenty members of
good, the Just and equal protection of each and “Congress, soon to be swelled to thirty, on the
all.
“score of a negro population totally disfranBut, what of the President ? Iam not able
to consider his future policy. It is undisclos- “cbised ? That is not to be thought of. The
ed. He seems to me to have left to Congress “proposition to base representation on voters
alone the questions controlling the conditions
“alone, though a great reform on the present
on which the rebel States shall resume their
“state of things, would work somewhat unfairly
the
Federal
in
Governrepresentative power
“between the loyal States, on account of
ment. It was not incumbent on the President to do otherwise. He naturally leaves the
“their disparities in the non-voting elements
duty of theoretical reasoning to those whose “of population. Mr. Blaine’s bill apparently
responsibility it is to reach the just practical “avoids this, by still
retaining the populationconclusion. Thus far the President has simpbasis, only excluding those who are denied poly used, according to his proper discretion, the
power of commander-in-chief. What method litical rights by their respective States on acbe should observe was a question of discre- count of color or race. But we are confident
tion ; in the absence ot any positive law, to be
“that the right measure will be adopted, whethanswered by himself He might have assumthe
“er it proves to be Mr. Blaine’s or some other."
ed,in the absence of positive law—during
We notice that the Argus, with its usual
process of reorganization—purely military
methods. Had that been needful, it would zeal for the
wrong, and disregard of facts, says
have been appropriate. If not necessary, then
this proposition of Mr. Blaine “will save to
it would have been unjust and injurious. It
“New England its present representation
is not just to oppress even an enemy, merely
because we have the power. In a case like
“while it will take twenty-seven from the
be
extremely impolitic,
the present, it would
and give them to the West.”
“South
Loyal
the
nation
to
itself.
Bear in
and injurious
a
men
would
notohject, we take it, to see powis
not
conquest by barbarians,
mind, curs
nor by despots; but by Christians and Repuber thus transferred from a disloyal to a loyal
licans. The commander-in-chief was bound
section, particularly on so just a basis, hut tha
to govern with a view to promoting the true
with its usual disregard of facts, has
restoration of the Union power, as I attempt- Argus,
stated what is not true. From its own coled to describe it in the begintng of this address ; not merely with a view to the presont, umns, of the same issue from which the above
immediate control of the daily conduct of the remark is
quoted, we copy the following—in
people. He deemed it wise therefore, to re- its
Washington dispatches to show how
to use the
sort to the democratic
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all Four Rages.

tation.
If it is urged that the suffrage question is
one peculiarly for the States, I reply: so also
that of the abolition of slavery ordinarily
would have been. But we are not now deciding what a loyal State acting in its constitutional sphere, and in its normal relations to
the Union, may do; but what a rebel, belligerent, conquered State must do, in order to be
reorganized and to get back into those relations.
And in deciding this, I must repeat
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in advance.

ii we have no
right to demand the positive,
popular vote in favor of the guarantees we
need; if we may not stipulate for the recognition of the just rights of the slaves, whom, in
the act of suppressing the rebellion, we converted from slaves into freedmen, then 1 declare that we had no right to emancipate the
slaves, nor to suppress the rebellion.
It may be asked: Why not demand the
suffrage tor colored men, in season for their
vote in the business of organization?
My
answer is—I assume that the colored men are
in favor of those measures which the Union
needs to have adopted, lint it would be idle
to reorganize those Stqtes by the colored vote.
If the popular vote of the white race is not to
be had in favor ol the guarantees justly required, then I am in favor ofholding on—just
where we now are.
I am not in favor of a
surrender of the present rights of the Union
to a struggle between a white minority aided
by the freedmen on one hand, against a majority of the white race on the other. I would
not consent, having rescued those States from
secession and rebellion, to turn them over to
anarchy and chaos. I have, however, no doubt
—none whatever— of our
right to stipulate for
colored suffrage. The'qnestiou is one of statesmanship, not a question of constitutional limi-
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occurred to us all, that we are
the most wonderful and unprecedented of human transactions ? The conquering government, at the close of a great war, is
about restoring to the conquered rebels not
only their local governments in the States, but
their representative share in the geneial government of the country I They are, in the’r
State3, to govern themselves as before the rebellion. The conquered rebels are, in the Union,
to help govern and control the conquering loyalists 0 These being the privileges which they
are to enjoy, when reorganization becomes
complete, I declare that I know not any safeguard, precaution, or act of prudence, which
wise statesmanship might not recognize to be
If we have no right to
reasonable and just.
demand guarantees for the future; if we have
no right to insist upon significant acts of loyal
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Governor Andrew on Reorganization.
Before retiring from office Governor Andrew of Massachusetts addressed a very
ably
written valedictory to the legislature of his
State, creditable alike to his head and heart.—
He seems to prefer the word reorganization
to reconstruction in speaking of the late rebel States and their restoration to their former
normal relations to the Union.
Beiow we
make a liberal extract:
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are obvious.
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principle,
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little reliability is to be placed upon its state

Smith’s counsel,

ments.

specifications made, the following:

The constitution amendment, proposed by
Mr. lllainc of Maine, in regard to the fiiture
basis of representatives in Congress, secures
the unanimous support of New England and
oppogenerally of the Middle States. It finds would
sition in the Northwest, which section
be the gainer by the suffrage basis at the expense of New England.
The Signs of the Times.
Those simple souls who hoped and expect-

ed, by the temporary adjournment of Congress
over the holidays, and the contact of members
with their constituents, that the radicalism
would be taken out of that august body, and
that it would be converted into a stolid assembly of “conservatism,” must feel sorely disappointed. The truth is, the people are right,
and they are in advance of their Representatives generally, and as a result, since the sessions commenced again the tone of Congress
on the great questions of the day, seems to
have acquired new strength and vigor. The
radical speeches of Messrs. Spaulding and
Shelbarger were quite as advanced in their
substantial doctrines as the speech of Thaddo
us Stevens a month ago, and they appear to
have been received with more marked signs of
approval. And these were not New England
gentlemen, but representatives of the Wes(»
which was said to be inclining toward “conservative” influences.
The Boston Journal calls attention to another indication, the passage of a resolution in
the House, by the strong vote of 04 to 37,—
though a few tender-toed Republicans like
Raymond of New York, voted with the Democrats against it,—declaring it to be the sense
of the House that the troops should not be
withdrawn from the late seceded States until
the two Houses of Congress have ascertained
and declared their further presence there no

longer necessary.
Says the Journal, refering

to this resolution:

This Is construed in some qnarters as a reflection on the President and Gen. Grant.—
But we do not perceive that such a constuction is warranted. Gen. Grant in his report
on the Southern States, expressly advised
against the withdrawal of the troops at present. Nor do we know that President Johnson

has

contemplated

any such withdrawal.—

The resolution simply asserts the right of the
legislative branch of the Government to have
a voice in this most important matter, which
does not turn upon the fate of other parts ol
The position
the reconstruction question.
taken seems to be reasonable and constitutional, and we doubt if any opposition to it is
developed in any quarter entitled to consideration.

The Argus, we notice, styles this resolution
“defiant,” and thinks it disrespectful and
wanting in courtesy towards the Executive.—
That paper says, “in withdrawing troops,
[from the late insurgent States] the President
acts by the advice of General Grant and other military officers.”
This is not true. Gen.
Grant was emphatic in saying that the safety
of all parties, demands the retention of military protection. But if he had advised otherwise as the Argus erroneously asserts that he
did, that paper is the last one that should complain of the action of Congress. Has not the
Argus tor nearly five years been constantly
complaining because the military was exalted
above the civil power ? and will it

plain

now

com-

should

Congress—the only proper embodiment of power purely civil—overrule the
authority of mere military men, and decide for
itself what is suited to the protection of
civil rights and the enjoyment ol those rights,
in States lately in armed revolt against the
Constitution and laws? The truth is, our
down street neighbor rides any kind of a nag
that suits his purpose for the time being. He
has gone for or against war, for or against military authority, for or against the Government, for or against good faith, for or against
disunion, for or against any or all efforts of
the Government to uphold its power and put
down rebellion, as for the moment seemed to
promise the best dividend or party investments. Committed to a sinking cause, and
bound to an effete organization, sometimes
sick, sometimes feeling well, but always politically corrupt, he has changed fronts, “turned
about and wheeled about,” now accepting and
anon rejecting the same specifics, with as little
regard to consistency as the notorious character desciibed in the Hudibrastic couplet:
“The Devil was sick, the Devil a Monk would be:
The Devil was well, the devil a Monk was he."
The Case of S'. O. J. Smith.

In the Advertiser of yesterday morning Mr.
Smith published a card, over his own name, in
relation to the late decision of the hill bench
Of Massachusetts on his exceptions to the ruling of the court in the ease of the Commonwealth by indictment vs. himself. He complains of the report sent out by the Associated Pre93, as a special dispatch, and asks newspaper editors, who published the dispatch referred to, to copy his card as an act of simple

There

as

the fourth of the

seven

evidence of a conspiracy to <lo an ill ,ll,!>ke the letters of Craig to Rowe a.levidence, and they were rightly excluded.

was no
e
u'
mis=aDie iu

Mr. Smith, it will be seen, claims that such
evidence of a conspiracy he is note prepared
to ftimisli, and the above language implies
that, a conspiracy proved, certain letters will
be made admissible as evidence, which the defendant in the case considers of vital importance.
Mr. Smith has no notion of dodging
the case; lie returned to this city on Wednesday evening last, by regular train, coming
through Boston where he made considerable
stop, and in his card he says:
To my friends, let me therefore say, I have
not yet lost my personal liberty; and I hope
not 4,0 forfeit, through the results of this wicked conspiracy against me, the stroughold I
have earned heretofore in their confidence, and
faith in my uprightness.^
I shall continue to be found at all times at
the places where my business engagements call,
in this city, in Boston, in New York, and elsewhere. I am not a fugitive yet.
Letter from the “Cresoent City.”
To the Editor

New Obleans, Jan. 1,1866.

of the Press:

A very pleasant
home-feeling comes over
me as I seat
myself to address through the

columns of your justly popular paper a few
words to the people of Maine. I congratulate

myself on this opportunity of wishing to each
and all ofthem a Happy New '4kr, with many,
many recurrences of the same pleasant seasTo each and all of them may this year
bring fresher health, nobler treasures of happiness, and to our country prosperity and
on.

peace.

Truly we, as a people, ought to feel thankful to-day as we leview the old year now gone
forever and see our country’s flag unstained
but with the blood of her fallen sons and floating o’er a reunited country—and drop a silent
tear to the memory of those who were with
us last year but are now lying on the distant
and numerous battle fields alone, but unforgotten by

a

grateftil people.

To the northerner coming to New Orleans
for the first time the change is great from

quiet New England. We left New York on
the 20th ult Steaming quietly down the harbor and bay, now passing the cottages nestling in the woods and now the frowning walls
of the forts, we discharged our pilot at Sandy
Hook. Before us was the broad and trackless
ocean—behind fading from the view, was the
Empire City. Here we felt for the first time
the roll of the vessel.
The sky was clouded
and portended a storm which soon came upon
us in all its fury.
Snow, wind and pitchy
darkness, still the good steamer went on, The

day though
high and the

next

the storm was over the wind
vessel rolled

greatly, rolling
dishes from the tables and upsetting tilings
generally, especially your correspondent, who
kept his state room gll day wishing fervently
for terra firma. After the first day out we had
splendid weather and very smooth water, dispensing with overcoats on the 22d. The first
land seen after leaving New York was the
northern coast of Florida on the 24th. Along
was

the southern part of the coast there extends a
line of reefs, dangerous at night and in storms.
We passed these at night and our commander
with glass in hand, stood at the bows all night
long, which together with the splash of the
sounding lead and the cry of the mate as bottom was

citing

reached, rendered

the scene one ex-

and nove to the “land lubbers.

Here

porpoises in great abundance sporting
about the ship’s bows and earlier in the day a
whale showed his ponderous carcass. On the
27th we reached S. W. Pass where we took a
pilot on board. For many miles from the Pass
the banks of the river are not more than
fifty
we saw

feet apart, covered with tall rushes from
which the turkey buzzard starts as our steamer approaches.
18 miles up the N. E. Pass

strikes

in, making
very large and smooth
muddy water. Farther up we come
to Forts St. Phillip and Jackson which were
surrendered to our forces April 28th, 1862. It
beiug dark we could see nothing but a few
lights. Quarantine comes next where the vessel is stopped and “the Doctor” comes aboard
and gives the steamer a permit to
go up, receiving for his services $20. New Orleans
reached at 2.10 A. M. the 28th, making the
ran from bar to bar in six
days and eighteen
hours, a splendid run for this time of the year.
a

stream of

Tae steamer on this occasion was commanded
by John Gough, formerly first mate, the regular captain—Hildreth—not coming out this

trip.

jJ3?“ The paragraph which we published a
few days siuce about a dog losing his tail in a
sausage machine, produced a yelp in a kindred
canine on the Kennebec. He is looking after
his caudle appendage lest it should get “linked”
up. We advise him to insure in an Accident
office at once.

Arrowsic, in this State, has neither an
Almshouse, a Poor farm nor a pauper. What
other town

claim such

MUSICAL AMD DRAMATIC.

opera; but some person jealous of bis success
performed the contemptable trick of greasing
the keys of his piano, so that when he came out
to play they had to be wiped, and even then
could

state of things ?
tyffe see by the Sentinel that the new hotel to be erected in Eastport is to be called the
•‘International Hotel.” The length fronting on
Water Street will be 140 feet. The building
will be three stories
high, with French roof, to
be surmounted
by a Belvidere, the whole reachcan

lows drove the landlord out, took possession of
the house, kicked the stoves, full of burning
coals, over, and attempted to make a bon-fire

of the schools of

Europe.

SPECIAL

HALE’S

HONEY
and

her but her shoes.
Iu this condition she ran tS her grandfather’s,
on

half a mile, the youngest following
behind, with nothing on its head or hands.—
Her grand-parents did not see her until she enteted the house, her little body burnt in a most

some over

shocking manner, her hair burnt entirely off.—
At the time of writing she was still alive, but
there was not the slightest hope of her recovery.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

®y Hogs are coming into the market at
Chicago and Cincinnati in large numbers
causing a decline in the price of pork.
ty Mr. H. P. Tuttle, the oomet-seeker, discovered a new co^iet Jan. 5th, at the observatory in Washington.
fcy The Carson Daily Appeal is the name of
a daily paper all the way from the new State
of Nevada, this side of the Sierra Nevada mountains, but beyond Utah. It is about one-fourth

Press, at $16.00 a year. The
price of advertising, one square (10 lines) in
gold coin, one insertion, $3.00; e%ch subsequent
insertion, $1.50.
The “Billiard Congress” is one of the
the size of the

recent institutions of this State. We learn
that the boot-black boys of this city are about
to establish a Congress of their own, so as to
secure a proper share of titled honors.
£y The Newburyport Berald shows that
Feb. 8.1861, was a colder day than any we have
had this winter. The mi rcury in that city was
at 24 below zero at 8 o’clock m the morning and
did not get higher than 8 below for the day.
fiy John Carley was found dead in bed at

Worcester, Mass.,

on

Tar,

$y The corner-stone of the Southern Con-

federacy was

to

be negro

stone of Modern

slavery. The cornerDemocracy is hatred of the

negro.

fcy The colored portion of the Fire Department of Savannah paraded through the princi-

pal streets of the city on New Year’s Day, with
music, banners and emblems of their craft
On one banner, says the Republican, was in—

scribed the words,
Abraham Lincoln, the
Saviour of his country; he is dead, but his
name shall live with us forever."

8£y Brigham Young is reported to have no
less than 185 wives, the oldest 49 and the youngabout 14. Besides these he mourns the loss
of 28, who have “left his bed and board” for
quarters on the other side of the river. Brig-

est

ham must have

thing.

these great medicinal forces into such a
union that the original power of each would be preserved, the disagreeable qualities of common tar removed, and the price of the compound be within the
means of all.
At last, after a long course of difficult
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to
these Jive other ingredients, each one valuable by itself, he not only obtained the desired results but
greatly increased the curative power of the comblend

pound. This having been thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the general public a« a safe
pleasant and in&ilihle remedy.
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
CHARLES DOWNER, General Agent,
41 Cedar St., New Fork.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland.
_

altogether too

much of

a

good

LADIES,

CST~ A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Orgone in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Tieatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ot
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemmarriage, who entertain doubts at their physplating
ical condition.' Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 26 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane.
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted
upon any of (he diseases
Upon which nis book treats cither personally or
by mailt and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—8 N d&wGm

The First National Bank
PORTLAND.
OX

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at lbvorable rates.
XV. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,1865.-dtf s N

THE

CHILDREN,

—

HOSIERY AND GLOVE STORE
THOMPSON’S.
10186(5.

iW8n

To the Editor

of the Erese:
do not give this as a pull for Mr. Todd, but I
offer it to the public as one who has had long experience in prescribing ibr diseases' of the scalp.
I do
not hesitate to say,after analyzing and trying Todd's
Hungarian Balm, that it is the best preparation for
the hair ever otterod to the public.
S. C. HUNKINS, M. D.
Jan 11—BNdlw
I

has

proved

the hair

tion for

It is

most perfect preparaoffered to the public.

itself to be the
ever

vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It will keep the hair from falling out.
It oleanses the sealp and makes the hairjsoft, lustrous and silken.
It is

a

a

or

young, should fail to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

us«

it.

USED BY THE

IfcjJF" Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer,
take

n»

T Y FES!

LOOK !

LOOK ! I

25 Tin-Type* for 50 cents*
25 Gem Ambrotypes, 50 cents*
-AT THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
JaltSNdtf

No* 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

A Card.
Portland, Dec. 18,1866.
Messrs. John E. Dow & Son,
Insurance Agents,
29 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen .-—You will please accept my thanks for
the prompt manner in which you have adjusted my
losses by fire in September last. The ameunt of damage to my Furniture was promptly paid, and under
your direction MessrB.C. R. & L.E. Frost have repaired my house in the most thorough and complete manner, and entirely to my satisfaction.
HENRY INMAN, U. S. A.
(Signed)
Dec

29—dtf

MRS.

WINSLOW,

AN EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female
sieian, present* to the-attention of Mother* her

Soothing
FOR

CHILDREN

and

other.
HALL A CONashua, N. H., Proprietors.
Wholesale Agents.

R. P.

Pky-

Syrup,
TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing ail inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

U

rest to

your-

Relief and Health to your Infants.
We have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and tbdth ot it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—Never has it /ailed in a single instance to
r&ect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatislhction by
any one who used it.
On tlie contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter

ty-Can any sensible man conceive of a more
W.F. Phillip$ If Co
person’s first impressions of New Orleans perfect burlesque than what is known as the
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
auglOsndAwfim
on arriving at the
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
levee, especially if the pre- Fenian Cdfigress in New York? It is an easy
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
vious day has been rainy, are far from flatter- way of getting into Congress, perhaps, to get
Iniant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, reHet
be
in
of
Dress
will
found
fifteen
a
and
minutes alter the Syrup is adthen
find
Elevators
I
fools
ing. But a very small part of the levee is up Congress your own,
ministered.
85 Ccnta per Set 1 At
paved or boarded and the soil is naturally enough to pay their money to keep yon in oloFull directions for using will accompany each bottlle
None genuine unless the iho-simile of CURTIS
ANDERSON’S
marshy and wet, so the mud may be imagined. ver. This is about the sum and substance of
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
The style of architecture is entirely different the Fenian Congress.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
HEW YORK SKIRT ft CORSET STORE
By Lobelia is said to be a cure for a felon
Prioe only 36 Cents per Bottle.
tothatof the North, giving the city the ap86 Market Square, 86.
the finger or thumb saturated with it.
Jan 10, ’66—SNdlw&wlt
—keep
of
a
justice.
pearance
foreign place. Most of the The
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.
best thing, however, is a lemon. Cut a
oetUandlm
We did not publish the special dispatch to buildings have large verandahs on the second
hole in it, and put your thumb or finger in, and
Boston Sleek List.
which Mr. Smith refers, though we received It and third stories, chiefly in the business porit
there.
If
Sales at the Brokers Board, Jan 11.
taken
at
the
commencement
keep
SEELE’8 HAIR LIFE I
and now have it before us. The dispatch tion. There are no cellars, the city being it is a sure cure—at least it has been in
American Gold. 1361
many
U. S. Coupon 8ixes, 1881,. 104}
built on a swamp, and by digging down two cases which we have known. A
came from New York, directed to the Press,
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 98}
felon comdo
and was signed by the Agent of the Associat- feet water will be found. The streets are most- mences with a
small. 98i
A Magical Preparation
stinging or itching sensation
do
Sd series. 981
ed Press, Mr. D. H. Craig. We did not pub- ly wide and unpaved, a few having a park in near the bone.
-FORdo
3d senes. 981
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 1031
because
of
the
the
not
now
For
fourteen years successively, Senaonly
lish,
apparent maligcentre,
By
monopolized by the horse car
RESTORING, BEAUTIFYING,
do
1864. 102
--ANDdo
1865. 101}
nity of the dispatch itself, but because its companies. Parks and squares are numerous, tor Sumner has introduced a bill in pongress
United Slates Ten-lortles. 93}
for the codification of the statutes of the Unistatement was not borne out by the report ol yet ^adly neglected and in a
DRESSING TUE HAIR.
dilapidated state,
United States Debt Certificates, Dec. 98}
the decision contained in the leading Boston consequent upon the war.
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874.;. 95
In fact dilapida- ted States.
Boston and Maine Railroad. 1151
By “Why Bill, what is the matter with you?
PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
papers. Had we published that dispatch we tion and ruin stare yon in the face everyEastern Railroad. 99}
For sale at
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 70
would cheerfully copy the card, but not hav- where. Houses half finished have stood for You look down in the mouth.” “Well, Pete, I
Laconia
Manufacturing Company...1300
if you had been through what I have,
ing done so we do not think it necessary to three and four years untouched, and now show guess
136
Wholesale
and Retail, Western Railroad.
you’d look bad, too.” “What’s the matter ?*’—
the ends of justice to the parties that we signs of decay. The Custom
-BYHouse, commenc- “You know Sarah Snivels, don’t you, Pete?”
should copy the reply of Mr. Smith, and yet, ed a number of years since, remains uncomBrighton Live Stock Market.
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
“Yes.” “Well, I discarded her last night.”—
Jan 10.—Amount of Stock at
Wednesday,
as matter of information, the substance of it
without
roof
and
with
pleted,
boarded win- “Youdid! What for?” “Well, 111 tell
Market.
you.
WHOLESALE AGENTS for tlie STATE 01 MAINE,
Cattle. Sheep. Shotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
may he stated; and this we can do in no short- dows, giving a bare appearance to the struc- She said she wouldn’t
and
I’d
dismarry me;
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
This week,..2226
7428
120
00
00
er way
than by making a few extracts ture which, if finished, would make a
Last week,. .1667
6057
fine card any gal that would treat me in that way.”
100
00
00
July 22—sndtf
Amount from Each State.
from the article itself. Mr. Smith—referring building and ornament to that section of the
By “Ah, dear doctor, how is my wife toCattle.
Specp.
to the special dispatch aforesaid—says:
WAXIXISXT’S
city in which it stands.
186
569
day ?” The doctor shook his head and said—
Maine...
New Hampshire. 121
1734
Here
we
“You
must
meet
for
the
worst!”
The report of the Association (Mr. Craig’s)
prepare
representatives of almost ev“What,” COUGH
Vermont. 673
3185
BALSAM
!
said the husband, “do you think she is likely
is so worded, as to impress the honest mind of ery country and hear almost
Massachusetts.
66
1210
every language.
Has been found by experience to be the
New York. 114
180
the public, that this decision of the court Canal street is the
to get over it 1"
line
between
Western States..1067
the
dividing
250
ends the case, and now leaves me no alternaBEST BEMED T
The oldest clergyman in Boston is “Fa00
By
Canada.
00
old town and the new.
The former, which is
tive but submission to the severe penalty of
Prices—Beet Cattle, extra, 14j@ 15; First quality,
ther Cleveland,” in his 94th year; still active
the southern half, is inhabited
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
the law, however unjust.
of
by every nation,
consisting
;ood oxen, best steers, &c, 131(a) 14;
such as
Second quality, or good fair beet 12 @ 13; ‘Third
But, my friends may feel assured, it is not French and Spanish predominating. The lat- jn the duties of his charitable profession. He
was an ofiioe holder under Washington. The
so.
quality, light young eattle, cows, See., 11® 12,—total
ter or upper portion is inhabited
weight of beef, hides and tallow.
chiefly by oldest printer there, is Nathaniel Willis, about
Many of them will remember, from a state- Americans. '1 he customs
Stores—Yearlings, 25535; Two years old, $35@50;
and manners of the
ment I published lu this paper in March last,
90; and the oldest lawyer, Samuel D, Parker, Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup, three-years old, $50(al00.
two sections differ very widely.
Milch Cows—Sales at $54 @ 75; Extra, $80 @ 95;
Inlluenna, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
that a series of original letters, written by
80.
Inflammation of the Lungs,
Farrow, 30 @46.
different parties acting in concert against me,
The weather is and has been for some time flbout An editor
and Whooping Congh,
Sheep and Lambs—Old, 6}@7}e V lb; in lots, $3 50
By
says his attention was first
fell into my possession, and developed the ori00 per head.
In
those
this
@5
Medicine
has
NO
SUPEand
complaints
past damp, cloudy
drawn to matrimony by the skilful manner in
but
generally
nasty,
detail,
and
desired
Shotes
gin,
lb, 12}® 14c wholesale; 14 @ 16 retail,
agency of the several
RIOR, and while thus efficacious It Is perfectly safe to Fat
warm.
Overcoats
quite
are
which
a
who
were
to
handled
a
broom.
A
bogs 00 @O0c, live weight.
act
in
brothpretty
girl
these
rarely met; grass
persons
prosecutioqs,
administer to persons of all vges.
Hides—DlffilOc U ib; country lota, SkIBSt.
and trees are gieen and fruit
a perfectly mapped conspiracy, founded in the
hanging from the er editor says the manner in which his wife
Tallow—Sales at 8@10o ft *».
The Cough Balaam possesses the two-fold advanvilest designs of black-mailing me and which trees.
handles a broom is not very pleasant.
Calf Skins—Atll®25c » ft.
of
at once valuable as a curative and Intage
being
Pelts—$1
6C@1 75 each.
designs could be prosecuted only by the most
of the Superintendent of valuable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
BS^The
Business
at
this
report
time
is
as
it alvery dull,
wicked perjuries. If it be criminal to blackColored
Schools
in
Missouri
and
Bronchia.
and
Arkansas
Lungs
is
Throat,
at
New Orleans immediately before
mail a man, I deem it no less disgraceful to a
says
ways
E!F*Thc entire Stock of new and rich DRESS
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
in the former State there are 19 freedmen's
man to be black-mailed.
I have defied the
and after the holidays. Stores are full of
GOODS, which have just been received at the New
goods
one crime, and have never yielded to the other
23
teachers and 1349 scholars. In Ar- equal efficacy and safety.
York Store, No. 126 Middle St., will be sold for three
schools,
and more coming from the North.
In a very
»*, Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, weeks for whatever price Ihey will bring, to close the
disgrace; and in this, at least I wiil have ren13 sohools, 17 teachers and 1478 scholshort time unless there is great [demand, the kansas,
Stock, on account of the itness of Mr. Lucas.
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
dered by example some service to the public
ars.
These goods are entirely new, and one of the best
before this case ends, though at a painftd sac- market will be overstocked with almost every
noUsNd&wwCm
Square, Bangor, Me.
selected stocks of Dry Goods over opened in PortBancroft
has
the
inviBy
George
accepted
and must he sold
rifice of my peace.
land,
1a8d4w
description of goods. Freights at present are tation to deliver the
it will a.ain be recollected by many, that, at
eulogy upon President
dull,
the
dullness
of
consequent
trade.—
upon
Lincoln before Congress in February next,
PORTLAND
the late trial in Boston, the above named letters were excluded from the jury by the pre- Steamers for Boston are leaving with half carwhich was declined by Secretary Stanton.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
siding Judge, because of the failure of one of goes and taking freights at reduced rates.—
B"y An exchange suggests that idolatry is
In this city, Dec 14, by Rev Geo L Walker, Joshua
the conspirators, upon whom solely I was Trade at
ALONZO S. DAVIS, PROPRIETOR,
Galveston is good but I understand on the increase in this country, and for
L Taylor and Miss Lena C Dovie.
proof
compelled then to rely for identifying them, the market is full.
In Gorham, Jan 10, bv Rev S F Wetherbee, Washrefers to the large number of “Fire WorshipFestus.
and for proving the uses he had made of them
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
Hale, ot G, and Miss Lottie J Chase, of Danington
in suborning a witness to swear against me
pers” everywhere met with on Sunday last.
dec29tl.
Copying done in the best maner.
in Lewiston, Jan 6, Wilson F Foaa and Josephine
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
the positive falsehoods to which he did swear,
A Morse.
By* The records of the Treasury Departand which were essential to support the inIn Belfast, Dec 24, Levi L Robbins and Matilda H
ment show that during the last two years the
The editor ot the
I
dictment. The ruling of the Judge was unITCH
I
ITCH
ITCH!
Wight.
Skowhegan Clarion
In Newburg, Dec 16, Win Robinson, ol
doubtedly correct, under this failure of testi- says Gov. Cony’s Annual Address is so thun- Government has realized fiom sales of confisWlnterport,
Lanra A Leonard, ol Newburg.
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l and
cated and abandoned cotton, sugar, &o., in the
mony. But, since tfte trial, two unimpeach- dering long that he must take
In MontviUe, James H Vose and Sarah E Ingratwo or three
able witnesses, of whose knowledge I had no weeks to determine
Wheaton’s
Ointment
ham, both of Knox.
whether it is best to try to State of Mississippi, over $6,000,000.
information at the time, have disclosed all the
In MontvUle, Dec 10. Fredk J Davis, of Freedom,
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Ohio has less debt than she went into
it or not.
publish
By
and Louisa A Grav, or Morrill.
which
the
facts
abjve witness would not diAlso cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
the war with, having adopted a tax system at
The
bell
for
the
new
the
On
6uf
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
trial,
deni* d, and these two
vulge
Congregational
church in Augusta reached there last week.— an early day.
sale by all druggists.
witnesses have verified those facts
by their
DIED,
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
is
It weighs 2800 pounds, was cast at
Boston
notion
a
oaths.
The
latest
By
“paper Agents,
Troy, N. Y.,
1T0 Washington St., Boston, It will be forI have been equally fortunate in having dis- and bears the inscription, Cast in the
now
hat” company, which is
forming. Water- warded by mail, free oi postage, to any part of the
In Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec 24, Mrs Achseh, wile ol
year of
closed to me, since the trial,in theswomtestiStates.
Ansel Robinson, and daughter of the late Capt Joel
proof paper hats are to be made for from eight United
peace 1865
Oct 25,1865,—a N d&wlyr
of this city, aged 61 years.
Milliken,
mony of a multitude of witnesses, facts that
fcy The Bath Times learns that a letter has to twenty-five cents.
In Lewiston, Nov 12, Miss Mary E, daughter of
to establish the
now enable me
heartless been received from
H
A
and
Martha S PettengilL aged 20 years.
there
Jolrn
By*
from
dispatch
Washington says
Capt. Hussey, stating that
perjury of the government’s principal witnessCOLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
In Cherryfleld, Nov 28. Laura J Marston, formerly
does uot seem to be an immediate prospect for
all hands were saved on the Bark B. Sewall,”
es upon every essential ingredient of their tesof
Jonesboro,
aged 18 years.
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
the admission of the Tennessee delegation.
In Ellsworth, Jan 4, Ira D, eon of H B Emerson,
timony which gave any color of truthlulness lately wrecked.
is made from the clioicost
demand,
is
materials,
23
years.
aged
to the verdict which the jury rendered.
The people of Dover, Piscataquis counBy- Warrington” relates a story which mild and emollient in Its nature, fragrantly scented,
In Trenton, Dec 31, Mr Seth Young, aged 77 years
And it is upon this new evidence, kindly ty, have
7 years.
Tom Corwin used to tell about a horse
and extremely beneficial In its act upon the s) in.
held a popular levee and sejooke
recently
that
cannot
fail
to
disclosed, and
reverse, In cured the
in
Lebanon, Ohio, who had a rule “never to For tale by all Druggists and Fancy Goodt Dealert
Bum of one hundred and seventytoto, the government’s case at a new trial, and
live dollars to aid in a
lend a man a dollar unless he would
June31dlyr
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
for which new trial, upon the ground that the
put down
public library.
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE.
t®— The Rockland Gazette says some fifty two Spanish milled dollars as security.” The
verdict was manifestly rendered against the
Chilblains
Can
Be
Atlantic.New York. .Aspinwail.Jan 11
Cured!
evidence actually put into the case, as well as young men of that
three main rules for life,
were
have formed a “Dasha- jockey’s
however,
city
13
Belgian.Portland...
.Liverpool.Jan
USB CHARLES* LINIMENT. Follow the Direc City of London-New York..
u;>o that of the newly discovered evidence, waj Club, the members of which
never refuse to drink with a
Liverpool.Jan 13
man, bepledge them- first, it won’t
motions are now pending in Court, and will selves to
and
we warrant a cure.
York.
tiont
Hermann.New
13
ttrictly
.Sonthaiupton..Jan
cost you anything;”
cause
abstain from all
second,
Tonawanda.Boston.Havana..Jan 15
intoxicating liquors.
be heard fully, before the prosecution can have
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
“never ask a man to drink, because It will cost
E3T* Mr. Stephen Hill, of
Canada.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan 17
a conclusion.
Kittery, whUe
FOBES & CO.,
Kangaroo.....New York. .Liverpoon.Jan 17
BURGKSS,
and
in
lead
Saco
the
on
man
something,
might
into
Saturday night last, slip- you
Moravian.Portland.... Liverpool..... Jan 20
We find by referring to the rescript of the walking
General Agents,
and fell, breaking his leg just
bad habits;” third, “nevermind what happens
North America... .New York.. Rio Janeiro.. .Jan 20
ped
above
the
80 Commercial Street, (Thomat Block,)
York.New York. .Aspinwail.Jan 20
New
gourt that overruled the exception* of Mr, 1 ankle,
so long as it don’t happen to you."
dtcSTdtfSK
Boniaia... -New York..Hamburg
.Jan 20
Portland, Me,
A

Eradicates all Eumors and Dandruff from the J/cad. Will prevent
and

DIPHTHERIAL,

down to the shore with lanterns and
the mariners to dwelling houses near
by,
where their wants were promptly attended to. The
brig was stranded by the heavy sea before going
ashore and was leaking badly, having met with a succession of snow storms and gales (tom the previous
Thursday morning to the time of going ashore. [The
PEC registered 229 ions, was built at Harpswell In
1356, rated A2, and was owned by Boss & Sturdivant,
ol Portland.]
Sch Ben) franklin, before reported ashore on Collms* Beach, encountered a thick snow storm soon alter leaving Newport harbor.
evening, and
being unable to return, hauled up under Beaver Tail
and let go both anchors. One of the Chain* soon after arte11, and the other was slipped; the vessel was
badly iced up, and in standing to the Eastward, got
ashore as above. Cargo insured. An effort will be
made to get the vessel off.
Barque Mary Elizabeth, at New Orleans from Boston, reports having been ashore on Florida Reef 20th
ult. and was compelled to throw overboard a i*ortion
ot the cargo to got her off.
Brig Itaskn, before reported at New York in distress, had been ashore on Fire Island, ami came off
very leaky and with loss of anchors and chabu*. The
mate and four men were drowned in trying to reach
the shore to procure assistance.
Sch Sarah, (of Wells) Biagdcn, put into Boston 10th
very badly iced up and crew frost bitten and without
provisions and water.

Will

cause the Eair to grow,

giving it
the natural color and beauty of
youth- It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Richmond.
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, barque Arietta, Colcord,
Jacksonville, Fla; brig Atlas, Mitchell, New York.
Below 5th, brig Sui f, from Rockland.
Cld 5th, barque Tejuca, Herriman, New York.
Sid 3d, brig Kolerson, Scott, Boston; sch Hiawatha, Ingraham, do; 5th, ship Tamerlane, Jackson,

Liverpool.

NORFOLK—Sid 6th, brig Roamer, Crabtree, New
Margaret & Lucy, Crosby, Galveston.
BALTIMORE—Ckl 9th, sch Willie, Staples, for

York: sch

Mayaguez

NEW YORK—Ar 9th, ship Neptune, Peabody,
Liverpool.
Ar 10th, brigs Milwaukee', Brown, from Barbadoes;
Prairie Rose, Doughty, Havana.
Ar ll*h, steamship Moravian, from Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Below 10th, sch Peucinian, Turner, Elizabeth port.
NE WPORT—Ar 10th, schs Brilliant, Carter, from
Robkland ibr New York; Alexandria, Kelley; New
York for Fall River.
In port 9th, brigs Mary E Thompson, Dix, Galveston tor Boston; J H Counce, Dixon, Providence tor
Philadelphia; schs BchJ Franklin, Wallace, from
Millbridge for New Yorkr Cherub, Batchclder, from

bethpor

lor Mobile

BOSTON—Ar 10(b, schs Sarah, Blagden, —, of
Wells; Wellington, Sargent, Elizabetbport;
Vulcan,Small, Pembroke; Dolphin, Davis, Macbias;
AhecdBr) Hopkins, Frankfort for Cuba; Belle, Dunton. Westport.
Cld loth, brig M Shepard, Cook, Turks Island.
PROVINCETOWN—At anchor off the port 11th,
brigs Hattie E Wheeler. Graham, from Philadelphia
lor Portland; Ella Marla, Dailey, ftn Boston for do;
Marshall Dutch, Coombs, Philadelphia for Boston.
GLOUCESTER^—Ar Oth, schs A Sawyer, Seavey,
Boston for Kcnnebunk; Jessie Beuton/Snow, do for
Castine; Plough Boy, Hutchins, do Ibr York; Challenge, Bullock, do tor Lincolnville.
Ar 9th, schs G D King, McGregor, Calais for New
York; White Swan, Wooster, ftn do for Providence;
Annabella, Boothby, Lynn tor Kennebunk; William
Penn, Curtiss. Boston lor do; Amazon, Parker from
and (or

Boston for Belfast.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10th, sch Shawmut, Snow,
Bangor.
Slu »th, schs Vulcan, Ashiord, Pembroke; Champion, Clark, Rockland.
ROCKLAND—Sid 3d, sch Jennie Cobb,(new) Cobb,
tor New Orleans.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta, Nov 7, 'ships Lepanto, Walker, tfnd
for Bombay; and others.
Hiuson.
Mogul,
At Malaga 14th ult, barque Modenna, Ryder, for
New York, ldg.
At Rotterdam 19th ult, ships Crest of the Wave,

Woodburn,
York, ldg.

and Ocean

Pearl, Newcomb,

Sid ftn Sunderland 18th nit,
for Point de Gallo.
Sid fin Buenos Ajnres Nov
Butler, for New York.

tor New

ship St Albans, Pike,

MAINE.

♦

Price SI* For Sale
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

Draggisli*

bj all

S. D. & H. W. Smith’s

AMERICAN ORGANS!
manufactory,

Tremont, opposite Waltham Street,

Cld 22d, Lizzie Moses, Austin, New York.
Sid ftn Gravesend 21st, City ol Bangor, Menzics,
(from London) for Adelaide.
I*, the Downes 23d, Herald of the Morning, Williams, for Boston.
Sid ftn Ryde 21st, American
Congress, Woodward,
(from London) for New York.
Off Point Lynas 20th, David Crockett, Burgess, (Im

Liverpool)

for New York.

At Bristol 22d, Alexander, for New Orleans, ldg;
J Baker, Allen, for New York, do.
Sid ftn Newport 22d, Charles Sprague, Pike, for
New York.
Ar at Lamlash 19th, S D Ryerson, Raymond, from
Troon lor Providence.
At Penang Nov 4, Magnet. King* for Boston.
Ar at Rangoon Nov I, Wurtemberg, Chase, Bom-

bay.

81d Nov 7, Nevada, Bartlett, Singapore.
I
Ar at Maulmain Novi, C C Horton, Kelloy, Aden;
9th, Transit, Whitmore, Mauritius.
Sid Nov 1, J G Richardson, Kendall, Bombay.
Ar at Calcutta Nov 17, Richard Busteed, Knowles,
Madras.
Sid Nov 21, Lepanto, Walker, Bombay.
Ar at Bombay Nov 23* Rangoon, Khomas, from

Singapore.
Sid Nov 18.

Argosy, Swill, Valparaiso.
Ar at Aden Nov 29, Rutland, Ingraham, Liverpool.
Ar at Messina 14th, ChasV Williams, Thompson,

Palermo.

21st u’t. Lion, Cooper, Trinidad.
Sid fin Cuxhaven 20lh ult, Pocahontas, Graves, for
Ar at An twerp

U. B. DISTRICT COURT.

MUNICIPAL COURT, JAN. II.
The monotony which has prevailed in this
court for several days, consequent upon the
good morals of the city, was broken this morn-

ing by
The most periect and beautiful Musical Instrument
iu the world for the American Home Circle.
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevates tho minds ol all. Beautiful in its appearance and effects.

Seventeen—17—Firs!

THE

AMERICAN ORGANS aU have the Reverb-

Rooms.

THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
PATENT improvements, containing the
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows^two’BJow Pedals, and TBE MOLO found in no other instrument.

our new

New Styles of Cases,
Richly Finished

Highly Ornamented,

and

jy Illustrated Catalogue., containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each

other,

sent tree.

Sold only by

PAINE,

163 Middle Street,

Second-Hand

Jan 12—eod3m

PORTLAND.

COAL, COAL, COAL !
T0NS

i

JOHN'S CHESTNUT COAL, at

lOU $13*00

per ton.

ALSO,
450 tons John's Stove and Egg Coal.
500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coftl.
Well picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

RANDALL, McALLISTER k 00.,

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day farmed
THE
nership under the style of
JOSEPH

WESCOTT

For the transaction of

Ship Brokerage

Corner of Middle and Franklin Streets,

JOSEPH WESCOTT,
GEO. P. WESCOTT’.

Cards.

STOLEN
sometime between

dwelling house,
Aug.
let and Oct. 15th, 1865, Nob. 2^7013 and 14 of
PtOM
dated
1804.
hundred

one

Aug. 15th,

given to
as

any person

will lead to the

who

recov-

DANIEL G. HUTCHINSON.
1860.
Ja12dlw*

Colebrook, N. H., Jan 10th,

ANEW,

Dollars

One Dollar extra with
at the

a

Thousand!

a

CALENDAR

the

on

back,

OFFICE,

1

In Westbrook, near Allen’s Corner, about 3J miles from this city.—
Theve are about 25 acr~s ot land divided into tillage and pasture land,
with some wood and a House and
Apply to CHARLES H. HILL, on

do not

give their

of the Press:
Bab

It

E

M O

V

A

L

undersigned have

’

the style

Prompt and careful attention will be given to all
mat tern of business entrusted to them, and a share
of the public patronage Is solicited.
HKNRY P. COOLIDOE,
MERH1T 11. COOLIDOE.
N*. 85 Commercial Street.

Potrland,

Jan.

Portland

10,1SGQ.

Dry

Jal2dlw*w2w*
Dock

Company.

SPECIAL MEFTINC. ot the Stockholders of
this Comprny will be held at tho Board of Irado
Rooms, at 3 P. M., Jan. 10th. 1«S6 for the following
purpose, viz:
To see if they will authorize tho Directors to petition the Legislature for an amendment of tho Charter to enable them to build a Railway if they deem it
Per Order,
exDedlent
expedient.

A

Portland,

Jan.

so

handsome

a manner.

Belief Association, P. F. D.—At the anmeeting of the Belief Association of the
Portland Fire Department, held Wednesday
evening, Ezra Bussell, Henry Fox, F. C.
Moody, J. C. Tukesbury, S. R. Leavitt, Leonard
Pennell, C. H. Bowker, J. C. Colley, John F.
Chase, G. B. Riley, J. M. Davis, Nahum Littlefield John L. Shaw, Henry Dyer and John
Cammett were chosen Trustees.
At a subsequent meeting of the Trustees
Ezra Bussell was chosen President; Henry
Fox, Vice President; F. C. Moody, Treasurer,
and John C. Tukesbury, Secretary.
The Treasurer’s Beport shows that the Association has over $8,000 in Hinds.

Brunswick, Capt. Winchester, arrived here
early Thurseay morning, on her last trip (or
the season from St. John and Eastport.
Tiie
trips of this line have been made with great
regularity the past season. The steamers are
now hauled up a short time, to undergo the
necessary renovation. Early in the Spring
they will be upon the route again, with the
addition of the New England, which is now
receiving her machinery, and three trips per
week will be made if the business is sufficient,
have no doubt it will be.

Bonds.—$20^000 of third mortgage
Androscoggin Railroad were sold
at auction, in this city, yesterday at the office
of J. C. Woodman, Esq., at 40 1-2 per cent
Sale of

bonds of the

French’s Vegetable Hair Renewer

—

article, though not a dye, is said to bo
excellent for restoring the natural color of the
hair, besides being good in removing all humors and dandruff from the head.
See propri-

a

Business,

cery,

the Festival in

etors advertisement in another column.

day formed
copartTHE
nership for the transaction of the Wholesale GroFlour and Provision
under
this

Promenade Concert, &c.—City Hall was
densely packed last evening at the Festival got
up by the Ladies’ Social Circle, of the ConA promgress Square ITniversalist Church
enade concert was the leading feature of the
affair, and never before have we seen the hall
so full on such an occasion.
The galleries
were crowded, and there was hardly space for
the dancers. All present enjoyed themselves
and a happier crowd never was seen. The refreshment tables did an excellent business, and
the whole proceeds must have amounted to a
pretty sum. The ladies may congratulate
themselves upon their success in carrying out

This

......

Farm lor Sale,

To the Editor

as we

HENRY F. 000LIDGE & CO.

U. S. 7-30 Treas. Notes

dollars each,

ja12dlm*

cheap an<l attractive mode of advertising,
beautifully printed for only

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A suitable reward will be
sltaU give suoli information
ery of said notes.

SOJf,

General Commission and

a

business in this city.

Portland. Jan'y 1st, 1666.

Jan 1*—dim*

mv

Ss.

Copart-

a

COPARTNERSHIP.

CURTIS,

we

International Lute.—The steamer New

BO Commercial Street,
Jan 13—dtf
Head Maine Whari.

-by-

JOHN

of

ALSO*
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith's use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

Jan 12—<13t

Clothing,

liquors,

nual

1U Middle Street, Portland.

PAID FOB

sale of

names.

were

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
in the highest style of art, In Rosewood, Jet,
Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth Oil Finish, forming elegant pieces of furniture
for the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak aud Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecturo and Lodge

MONITOR OARD PRINTING

Prices

up the

Mills, Jan. 4.1866.
Your readers in this vicinity, I think, will be
Month ol* October* 1865* over all compel*
pleased to sec a brief mention made in your
itors, at different State and Conutj Fair*. paper of a famous entertainment which came
First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
off at the bouse of Mr. Darrali, Buxton, on
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
New Yews’ Eve. It was in every respect a
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
spldndid success. The ladies of Hollis and
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
Buxton combined in this affair, for the benevTHE AMERICAN
ORGANS are tho ONLY
olent object of procuring funds as a tribute of
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REV’EUBERATING SOUND affection to their minister, the Bev. Mr. BartBOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same imporlett. The supper was after the manner of the
I
tant part to perforin as the Soundiug Board has in a
ancients, and after the manner of ye ancients
Piano Forte (to give body and resouonocof tone) and
the guests devoured the same. Mr. and Mistress
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melo<IcGrasp, from Saco, dispensed the hospitalities
on in an Organ Case.
The American Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have tho in a truly antique and jovial style. The feslarge Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadi- tivities comprised an “Old-fashioned Wedness of tone.
These with their extreme line voicing
ding,” “The Hutchinson Family,” (slightly exof the Reeds and perfecting of the tone, make them
aggerated), “Gipsy Fortune Teller,” “Tambothe MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
rine Girl,” and many other amusements of
fineness of workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements which we cannot speak in detail. The “Wedand superiority of tone and wormanshlp of the Amerding” and the “Hutchinson Family,” were
ican Organs place them in the front rank as the best,
done to the life.
and command a higher price than any other reed inThe house was densely packed, and the sum
strument in the market.
A careful examination of
realized amounted to $200.00, after deducting
them, In comparison with others, will quickly show
all expenses.
their superiority.
The ladies who got up this entertainment deSpecial attention is called to the style of the Americas Organ, No. 17, containing the
Super-Octave serve much praise. There was a great deal to
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want be done which would have discouraged those
of a powerful instrument, whose means are
limited, less ambitious; but what these ladies underits price renders it very desirable.
take, we may be sure will always prove a sucEvery Organ i* Warranted to Prove
cess.
Ye Scribe.
Satisfactory.
✓

Three

Cash

Preuiana

the arraignment of two men on a
searcli and seizure process.
They pleaded
guilty, and paid the Judge $20 each besides
$2,76 costs. As they have promised to give

American Organ* in the

awarded to the

Tablet

Highest

thereto the proper United States Revenue
stamp; with intent to defraud the Government.
It appearing that he had affixed a
stamp, but not of sufficient amount, and it
being alleged that it was done through ignorance, the Commissioner discharged him from
the complaint- G. F. Talbot, U. S. District
Attorney, appeared for the Government, and
James S. Rowe, Esq., of ISangor, for respond-

TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Tiiubsday.—In the case of Stirling & al.,
owners ot brig William Nickels, vs.
brig Jennie Cushman, the evidence was about all put
in.

SPOKEN.

New Advertisements.

CLIFFORD, KSQ., COMMISSIONER.

Yesterday Cyrus M. Robinson, of Dexter,
was brought before the Commissioner charged
with executing an instrument without affixing

«LX *X

^

quarter.$5,656.1)1.

DECEMBER

England.

Dec 17, ol Great Ormshead, ship St Bernard, from
Liverpool for New Orleans.

For the

Tbe receipts for tbe month of December
were the largest of any monthly receipts tiuee
the paper was first started. Indeed, the Prcm
was never doing so well as to-day. Its establishment has been successful beyond all parallel in the newspaper history of this State.

ent*

BOSTON, MASS.

-jLs

WM.

chee.

November... 1401.89.
December...... 2’,6M.oV.

WM. H.

PORTLAND,

11, barque Angostura,

fPer steamer Canada, at Boston.1
Ar at Liverpool 21st, Ella, Hollis,\New Orleans;
North American, (ss) Portland.
Sid 22d, Gulden lJght, Slater, Savannah; Live Oak
Mitchell, yew York.
Cld 22d, Martha, King. Belize.
Ar at London 22d, Alice Tain ter, Murray, Kurra-

2ct ,b**-..

U. 8. COMMISSIONERS COURT.

Proprietor,

came

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31st. ult, barque James E
Ward, Landerkiu, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Ar 3d lust, barque Maria
Henry,
Hearn, Elizabetbport; brig Monica, Phillips, from

Eliza

COLUMN.

Advertising—The Press.
The following are the monthly figures ior
the receipts for
advertising in this paper for
the quarter
ending Dec. 31, 1805, as returned
to the Internal Revenue
office, to wit:

AUSTIN B. FRENCH.

Saturday

GALLERY, _MARRIED.

.,,

Nervous Headache.

cure

P K

Brig P R Curtiss, Atherton, from PliilaJelnbla far
Portland, with a cargo of coal, went ashore oh Duvbury beach during the N E gale and snow storm of
Monday night. She struck at 51 PM, and drove up
on tho beach, when she immediately
bilged and filled
with water. There wa< a very heavy sea at the time
which completely broke over the vessel. The crew
remained by the brig until 11 o’clock same night
when they succeeded in crawling ashore on tbelcel
The crew were In good condition, although some ol
them were slightly frost-bit en. People who saw tho
wreck

T I

To restore (trey or Diseased J/air
to its natural condition and color.

guided

154 MIDDLE, COR. CROSS ST.

January

the

DISASTERS.

Also, New Kids, in Black & Colors,
AT

as the “George-proves to be
Curtiss, from Philadelplua for Portland.

NOTICE

ami Sweet Breath.

French’s Vegetable Hair Iteucvvcr.
Farm for Safe—chas. H. Hill.
Coparmrship-Jta. WYsoot & Sou.
Tablet Cards—174 Middle St.
Coal—Randall, McAllister
Co.
American Organs—S. I). & II. W. Smi h.
U. S. 7-30 Notes Stolen.
Fresh Oyster-—Hatch.
('lorhine—John Curtis.
Wan tea—Agcnt.
Lost—Hair.
Removal—Henry Cnolidgc & Co.
Portland Dry Dock Co—Special Meeting.

Mulpave

OPENING THIS MORNING.

Hall*. Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew.
er

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
GREEN’S LANDING, Dec 30—Sid. schs
Adalinc,
Hatch, Portsmouth for Pembroke; Willis Putnam,
Cook, Boston for Calais; Canova, Fullerton, do tor
Ellsworth.
Jan 3—Sid. schs Globe, Mosely. llockland for Hancock ; May Flower, Hammond, Gouldsboro for do.
Jan 6. The harbor is frozen up half way to lelo an
Haut. Schs Patriot, Stinson, for Mt Desert, and
Agnes, Young, from Boston for Ellsworth, are last In
the Ice.

—

MISSES AND

—

ton.

Beach,

Mouth

AUCTION COLUMN.

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
At Province town 11th, soh Maria Theresa, from
Port
for Portland.
The brig before reported ashore on Marshfield

White Cashmere Gloves,
IN

$12 per

Seven or more efficient Fog Signals are to be
put
up on this coast, at following points: Print Judith,
Cape Elizabeth, Mt Desert Island, Matinicus, Monhegan, Seguin, and Moose Peak.

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
sale by atl Druggists. Sent by mail with lull
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for
postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Dec 5,1866—SNdly

Dec 19—SNdlm

INTEREST

at

an

Auction Sale—C. W. Holmes.

do.

of New York, an experienced anu successful shipmaster, who has recently purc hased a part of the
vessel. The Istria has attracted a good deal of attention since she was brought to this port, and is
pronounced by good judges to be one of the finest vessels afloat. She is now loading hay for Charleston,

SUPER

Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the favorite recipe of on Illustrious Physician and Chemist,
who for many years used it with the most complete
success in his extensive practice.
He had long been profoundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of the honey of the plant Horehound, In union with the CLEANSING and HEALING properties of Tar extracted from the life principle of the forest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm of
Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to

SPECIAL
A Cl.

NBW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

The now barque recently launched at Brunswick
by MessrsC S Pennell & Bros, has been named the
‘Tstria,” and is to be commanded bv Capt E T Sewall,

^

to

OF

NS for

HASHEESH CANDY!
Now imported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of alftther remedies tor

AL TUBES and LUNGS, leading

Sunday, having poisoned

himself with laudanum whioh he bad purchased in small quantities at several stores.

The

VICINITY.

New Advertisement* To-l)ay

Soh Pembroke. Laughton, Pembroke for Boston.

Hasheesh

THE

I

PORTLAND.

OP

AN It

1863.

ty Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

Sells Lizzie W Dyer, Davis, and Emma Oakes.
Johnson, Freeport tor Boston.
Sch Emily, Grant,-.
Beuow 10t,h,—Br brig Clyde, Walters, from Cumberland NS for New York; Br sclis Kxempler, Barker, Horton NS for do; America, Nickolson, Canning

For

Insured.
no goods.
FOB THE CUBE OF
fty A correspondent of the Bangor Whig COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA. HOARSENESS,
says that on Monday last, in Garland, two little
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AFFECTIONS of tile THROAT, BRONCHIgirls, children of George Jones, were left by

tirely off, leaving nothing

the Oldest Remedies

mAlicines.”

PORTLAND

Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York.
Steamer NewBrunswick, Winchester, St John NB
to winter, this being last trip of tlio season.
St3amer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Soli S H Pool, MeFaddon, Wiscassot.

BHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA,
COUGHS,
COLDS,

NOTICES.

Horehound

PORT

Known to Medical Science.

tude of afflictions.’* “In a standard treatise of Materia Medica more than six hundred years old, it is described as one of the most valuable of all known

ed

their mother alone in the house, while she went
four miles to a store; the oldest, about
seven, and the other four years of age. While
in the act of putting wood on the fire, the oldest set fire to her dress, which was burnt en-

of

One

Friday Morning, January 12,

MAE In'e”N EW8

CO., 15 Middle Si.

&

derftt. performances on the piano. She plays
with ease, correotness aud force the most difficult pieces of the old masters. Sho is a farmers

one

.Miniature Almanac.January 12*
rises.7.28 I Moon rises.3.29 AM
Sunsets. .4.49 | High water.7.16 AM
Sun

iMew Advertisements.

Tin; rsday, Jcuuary 11.
ARRIVED.

Dunton, a girl 13 years old, is astonishing the people of that State by her wonAlice

City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
Arago_,s.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 2<»
Santiago de Cuba..New York..California_Jan 20
Scotia ..New York. .Idvevpool.Jan 24
Nortli American... Portland. Liverpool.Jan 27
Corsica....New York.. Havana.fan 29
Asia....Boston.Liveri*ool.Jan 31
Cortex.Boston.Havana.Feb 1

CASWELL, MACK & CO., New York.

Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects of
arc
popularly known in the South of Africa
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and In the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multi-

the office floor in spite of the City Marshal
and a crowd of bystanders. Three of the rowdies were arrested, and failing to give requisite
bonds, they were committed to jail.

some

Aromatique is a fragrant Mouth aiul Tooth
Wash, composed of Aromatic Gums aud Balsams.—
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath*
a cooling aud delicious taste to the mouth, hardens
the gums, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves
of the teeth, stops toothache, and arrests decay of
tho teeth. Solo manufacturers,

Jau 12—TT&slm

on

Ey The Belfast Age says a new store, just
finished, belonging to N. T, Neally, in Winterport, was consumed by fire on Wednesday
morning last week, about 2 o’clock. It contain-

BREATH!

Ed

shalladore.” The recitatives are wrought in
Handel’s most elaborate manner.
—The Hartford Palladium has discovered that

daughter, but her talent having been observed,
she has had what advantages the country could
afford. Now she is giving concerts in order to
raise the funds which will enable her to go to

place at the Thorndike Hoevening. Three or four fel-

SWEET

Sold by
CROSMAN

Iowa.

It happened from the cav-

A

AND

1

NOTICES.

Clean Mouth

the “He was despised,” of the “Messiah;” a bravura bird song, and a mirror song, “Myself I

has a “sweet oj>eu countenunco, which
lends to her suberb melody an additional lustre.” AAre like a good metaphor.
A young musical prodigy has spruug up in

ing in of a sand bank which they were undermining.
8iar“ 1 he ltockland Free Press says quite a
serious affair took
tel last Saturday

AYchU, however, play-

A.

Parepa

Bail way line on Wednesday afternoon last, by
which one mau by the name of Patrick Bain,
was killed.
Bichard Mullows had a leg broken,
James Cott had his foot badly jammed, a Mr.
Kelley was injured in the back, and another
broken.

be used.

ed, and the next day gave up his engagement.
—Handel's “Semele” is attracting the attention of the musical antiquarians of London,-—
It is quite unknown here. Among its leading
features is an air, “O sleep," said to be equal to

an altitude of
eighty-three feet, and afford
space for eighty-four rooms.
The Calais Advertiser says a serious accident occurred on the St. Stephen Branch

an arm

scarcely

a

ing

had

SPECIAL

—Wehli, the pianist, is in New York, baying
left Chicago in disgust. He was
engag' d by
Grover to play between the aotsof tlia German

c. M. DAVIS, Secretary.
12,1*66—edtd

Grand Masquerade

and

Fancy Dress

Ball.—Arrangements are being made for a
Grand Masquerade and Fancy Dress Ball, to
take place, at Lancaster Hall, on Valentino
night. This affair will far exceed anything of
the kind ever before attempted in this city.
Fire.—About 11 o’clock last evening fire
attached to a story
and a half dwelling house on York street.just
above High street, owned by Patrick Deehac,
and occupied by the widow McCormick. Before the engines could be got to the spot the
fire had spread through the house. A stream
of water from No. 1 steamer, cjuickly drowned
the flames, but the house was badly damaged.
How the fire was caused is unknowif.
broke out in a wood-shed

_

__-

Barn thereon.

the premises.
Jan 12—d4w*

Wanted

Fresh Arrival

Immediately.

CAPABLE, energetic man tit manage a General Agency. Good references required.
Addroas,
J. Li. H„ City Hotel.
Portland, Jan 11,1866.
jal2il3t*

A

Lost!
ot GOLDEN HAIR TRESSES; suppowd
The
to be on Free, Middle, or Pearl Street.
Hinder will ho suitably rewarded by leaving them at
Mrs. COLBY’S, Free SI. Block.

ASET

Jan 10,

_

ia!2dlw*

H A.T

an,

At 152 and 154 Exchange Street,
llasjast received a choice lot ofOYSTEP.S, large and
in fine condition, which he will sell by tho Quart or
Gallon, and will serve in all styles.
KffParties supplied to order.
Jan 12—d2w

Frf.edmen’s Fair.—The committee appointed to make arrangements for the Fair in
aid of theFrecdracn, are reminded that their
meeting stands adjourned to this afternoon at
3 o’clock, at tho Aldermen’s room. A punctual attendance is desired.
Fire in Gorham.—The bam belonging to
Rev. Charles H. Cressey, in Gorham, was destroyed by fire yesterday afternoon, with its
contents consisting of hay. The origin of the
fire is not known.

From

In Memoriani.
in

Died, Portland, Sept. 7th 1805, of typhoid
fever, Miss Martha J. Moulton-, of Parsonsfield, Maine.
The subject of this notice

had been for sev-

eral years a member of the Freewill Baptist
Church at Parsonsfield, and the house of God
became the place of her delight. In the prayer meeting her place was seldom vacaut.
She
le t home to visit her friends in Portland,
thinking to return in a short time: but death
had marked her for its victim. She was taken

suddenly that it was impossible for her
to go home.
But all that could bo done was
done for her; but the care of friends nor the
skill of physicians could not save her, and afill so

suffering severely for twelve days, Blie
died. She was a fine girl, a good scholar, bore
an excellent character, and is now transplanted
from the family circle into the garden of the
Lord, to bloom forever in the spirit land,
where she can gather living flowers that will
never fade.
She has lelt a father, mother,
ter

brother and sister to mourn her I03S.
Fuueral services were held at her father’s.—
Sermon

ing on to the coat flaps of each other, and the
dog will then draw them on the ice swifter
than any skater can glide.
Wednesday, while the boys were playing
with the dog ou the ice at Back Cove, one of
the little fellows broke through into the water.
Before his comrades could rally to his assistance the dog had seized the lad by the shoulder and dragged him out of the water on to
the firm ice.

*

Beautiful and Tasty.—Schumaker has
the interior of the Canal National Bank with some beautiful paint-

just finished adorning
in

fresco,

the

ceilings

and in the spar
The latter represent agriculture, commerce, manufactures, the
fine arts, &c.
It is well worth a walk into
on

between the windows.

the bank to see what beautiful paintings have
sprung from the artist’s pencil. We hope others will follow the example set
by the Directors of this bank.

Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Jan. 6th, were:

Passengers,
$35,384 00
Express Freight, Mails and Sundries, 4,750 00
Freight and Live Stock,
59,963 00
Total,

Corresponding week last year,

$100,087 0»
109,143 00

Decrease,

$9,056

00

Turkeys.—In answer to a challenge in the
New England Farmer, for Maine ■‘to bring on
her turkies,” Mr. William Eldridge, of Westbrook, requests us to state that he has a turkey which has hatched out and brought up a
brood of young ones and layed one hundred
and twenty-three eggs between the first of
April and the first of October last.
An Article of^Iebit.—“Brown’s Bronare the most popular article in
this country or Europe for throat diseases and
coughs, and this popularity is based upon real
merit, which cannot be said of many other
chial Troches

preparations

in the

market, which

are

really

but weak imitations of the genuine troches.
mw&flw

LEGISLATIVE 0E MAINE.
Augusta, Jan. 10.
SENATE.

The House order relating to poll tax
laid on the table.

was

Mr. Barker moved a re-consideration of the
order for the appointment of a committee of
investigation. Every one was in favor of investigation, he remarked, but he did not believe there was any need of extending the time
for investigation beyond the present session.
He spoke at some length in favor of his motion.
Mr. Perkins opposed the motion. He wanted this thing thoroughly sifted, and desired a
full and if needed, a protracted investigation.
Mr. Manson spoke in opposition to the motion, and read from the report of the Committee of the last Legislature, showing that frauds
had been committed, but when or by whom
they did not state.
Mr. Hobson favored the motion.
After further debate the motion was reconsidered, an amendment to the amendment
adopted, giving the Committee leave to sit during the recess “if necessary,” and the order
passed by a vote of 23 to 2, Messrs. Holbrook
and Richardson voting “no.”
The Governor’s address was referred for a
select committee to report reference of its various

subjects.

1

The committee on Senatorial Votes reported a vacancy fll the 12th District, occasioned
by the death of Hon. J. B. Dunton. In the
usual manner the House was informed, a convention held, and the vacancy fflled by the election of Edward O’Brien.
HOUSE.

A series of resolutions concerning the monopoly of the Camden and Amboy railroad was
introduced by Mr. Miller, of Portland, and ordered to be printed.
The resolution offered by Mr. Payson, of
Westbrook, relating to the taxation of United
States bonds came up in regular order.
On motion of Mr. Woodman, of Bucksport,
it was laid on the table and ordered to be

printed.

Several orders of inquiry to committees were

passed.
£ joint

convention elected Hon. Edward O’Brien a Senator from the 12th (Knox) District
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon.
John B. Dunton.

Petitions presented and referred.—Petition

of Warren H. Vinton and others for an act of
incorporation under the name of the Tonogona Petroleum
Company, (by Mr. Miller of Portland) ; of Storer S. Graffam of Westbrook for
change of name (by Mr. Miller of Portland);
of John W. Caswell and others to be set off
from Bridgton and annexed to Harrison (by
Mr. Davis of Harrison); of Freeman Harding
and others of Windham for an act of incorporation to manufacture woolen goods (by
Mr. Sturgess of Gorham); of John B. Brown
and others for an act to increase the capital
stock of the Portland Glass Company (by Miller of Portland); of the Maine Insurance Company for leave to surrender its charter (by Mr.

Williams of Augusta.) Adjourned.
IBy telegraph.]
State House, Augusta,

1

January 11, I860.)

Resolves were Introduced to the Maine Senate this forenoon and referred to the Committee on Federal Relations,
declaring that JefferDavis and the principal traitors among his
late colleagues in rebellion ought to be brought
an
immediate trial, and speedy and exemto
plary punishment inflicted for their odious

son

crimes.

The Internal Revenue.—The Washington Chronicle, in noticing the largely increased
receipts from Internal Revenue the past week,
says:
“The receipts from Internal Revenue during
the past week have amounted to the enormous
sum of nearly $10,000,000.
This increase over
the exhibit of the previous week—$4,679,796 03
—is owing to the energy with which the officers of the Bureau have prosecuted their duties in discovering articles which have hitherto

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.
SENATE.

Washington. Jan. 11.

The bill authorizing the Secretary ot' ihc
Treasury to appoint Assistant Asse;sirs, was
taken up and passed.
A resolution was adopted calling for information in regard to the advertising expenses
of t'ae Departments, in which Washington palters they are printed, by what law the printing is authorized, etc.
A bill was reported enlaring the powers of
the Freedmen’s Bureau; also, a bill to protect
citizens of the United .States in their civil

rights.

The resolulioli for the appointment of Provisional Governors in the Southern States was

taken up.
Mr. Johnson opposed it.
At the conclusion ot Mr. Johnson’s remarks
Mr. Howe obtained the floor. Adjourned.
HOUSE.

A communication

A Valuable Dog.—Messrs. Chenery &
Taylor, opposite the Preble House, own a
large Newfoundland dog that delights to play
One boy will take
with the boys on the ice.
hold of the tail of the dog, and some eight or
ten boys will form behind the first one, hold-

ings,

Friday Morning, January 12, 1866.

by Rev. Arthur Caverno.
A Citizen.

ces

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

escaped

taxation. One of the greatest successes of the revenue is cotton.
The tax paid
on this commodity at Macon, Ga.,
during the
last three months, amounted to $450,000—representing a sale and shipment of 50,000 bales,
valued at $13,000,000 in New York.
It is expected that for the months of January, Februthe
revenue
and
March
from the same
ary
source, at the same place, will reach more than

$5,000,000.”
Captain Weston Heard From.—It will
be remembered that some few weeks since
Captain George Weston, of Gouldsboro, Me.,
was suddenly missed ftom his vessel, the “Tiara,” at Boston, together with a large amount
ol money. The Boston Advertiser says a private letter received iu that city Wednesday,
states that “Captain Weston has written to
his wile from Liverpool, stating that he did
not abscond with the money, as many thought,
but was knocked down, drugged and robbed
in Boston soon after leaving his vessel, and put
senseless on board an English barque, where
he first discovered himself four days out. He
is now on his way home.” Capt. Weston had
pbout $3000 on his person.

was

received from the

Secretary of War, stating that Commissioners
appointed in Maryland and Delaware were to
make awards ior slaves mustered into military
service, but the order was suspended by direc-

tion of the President as well as to the other
slave States, as all the namey available was required for the carrying on of the war. Referred to the Committee cn Military Affairs.
The Army Appropriation bill was reported
and made a special order for next Thursday.
The bill extending suffrage to the negroes in
the District of Columbia was taken up.
Mr. Rogers opposed it.
Mr. Rogers, of New Jersey, by permission
of the House, spoke for two hours, insisting
that this is exclusively a white man’s government, and that it was an outrage on the citizens of this District to attempt to make the
negroes equal to them.
A resolution*was adopted calling on the
Secretary of the Treasury for a statement of
the aggregate of money expended in the Philadelphia Navy Yarc! since its establishment,
number of ships built there, &e.
The Committee on Territories was instructed to inquire into the expediency of the territory of Utah, and divide such territory, attaching one par t thereof to Nevada and the other
to territories contiguous.
Mr. Morrill introduced a bill proposing an
additional tax on cotton. Referred to Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Rogers, of New Jersey, spoke against
the bill to extend suffrage in the District of

Columbia.

Synopsis of

Gov.

Strains’* Messayr.

Baltimore, Jan. 11.
Gov. Swaine submitted his message to the
extra session of the Legislature to-day.
He
gives the reason for the call of the present extra session, that the finances of the State, under extraordinary demands growing out of the
rebellion, and the failure to make our credit
available under the provisions of the late county

Washington, Jan. 11.
The paragraph recently transmitted hence,
Fuller, who was stated as
referring to one the
title of ex-Govemor of
having assumed
Utah, and not being known at the State Department, should not be understood

as referrto lion. Frank Fuller, formerly Acting
on
of
of
the
occasion
the acUtah,
Governor
That paragraph
ce sion of Gov. Cummings.
was based upon the supposition that a late defaulting quartermaster of the same name was
using this title for a purpose known only to
himself. Ex-Gov. Frank Fuller is known and
respected as an honorable man in every repect.
The fourteenth annual meeting of the United States Agricultural Society was held yesterday. Hon. B. B. French presided. The officers of last year were re-elected, and resolutions were adopted, appointing the general
meeting for the second Wednesday in January'
next; to adopt measures for making the society a practically useful central organization
and inviting State and county societies to send
delegates to its fifteenth annual meeting, and
designating the day above-mentioned for the
opening of the national exhibition of agricultural products, etc.
The Secretary of War, in response to the
House resolution of the 8th, relative to the appointment of Commissioners under the act of
Feb. 24,1S64, states that Commissioners were
appointed for the States of Delaware and Maryland, and by the President’s direction in the
other slave States, and that the order of the
President, suspending further appointments in
the absence of any limitation of time for making them in the act of Congress, was the reason for not appointing Commissioners in the
other slave States.
He says the necessity of
providing foy the payment of troops and the
of
pressing exigencies the war required all the
funds furnished by the treasury, and for that
reason payments on awards were suspended.
The President’s direction, it is stated, remains
unrevoked; and the necessity for the use of
all available funds for the payment of troops
and for supplies still continues.
The accompanying statement of Assistant
Adjutant General Foster, shows there has
been filed with the Commissioners for Maryland 3,867 claims lor compensation under the
act, and that awards were made upon 768
claims, amounting to $230,750, of which but
$6,900 have been paid. There were filed with
the Commissioner for Delaware 114 claims,
upon 43 of which awards were made, amounting to $11,833, none ef which has been paid.
The statement of the Provost Marshal General relative to the commutation fund, shows
there was in hand, February 24th, 1864, $7,439,035; since which time there has been received $10,438,529.
Expenditures since February 24th, 1864, there has been for procuring
substitutes and recruits, bounties and premiums, $6,577,841, and for enrollments and drafts

ing

$1,785,000.
iseparuuem, nas just issueu 10
the State of Iowa a swamp land patent of upwards of 30,500 acres.
rue interior

Mr. Kelley made some remarks.
Mr. Farnsworth spoke at some length in favor of the bill.
Adjourned.

act upon terms

satisfactory to

the

treasury.

To-day Anthony Shoder, formerly clerk in
the Treasury Department, arrived here in
charge of an officer, and taken to the Court
House, when Judge Fisher committed him to
prison. He is charged with abstracting over
$30,000 in five-twenty bonds from the Treasury while employed as clerk.

It is said that the trial of Semrnes would
have commenced but for the absence of Commodore Winslow, one of the most important
witnesses.
The War Department has ordered the immediate muster out of the 80th and 9flth New
York regiments of volunteers, 58th infantry
and 2d heavy artillery of Pennsylvania volunteers, 8th and 11th Maine volunteers, and 24th
Massachusetts infantry.
Also seven Illinois,

bonds of the State, owing
to the competition with other States and the
general government, were not as successftd as
expected, and he recommends an amendment
exempting those bonds from State, county and five Indiana, two
Kentucky, one Arkansas, one
municipal taxation. The Governor sustains Minnesota, two Missouri,
nine Ohio one Wisthe justice and constitutionality of the State consin
and
one Pennsylvania regiment.
Register law, in reference to the disfranchisement ot a portion of the citizens of the State.
Various Items.
He says it has been alleged that the dominant
New York, Jan. II.
party who now control the State, represents
The Commercial gives a Wall Street rumor
only a minor part of the aggregate population.
Small, however, as the minority may be, it that Mr. C. H. Carr, of the firm of C. H. Carr
cannot be deemed that it is the fair and legiti- j & Co., brokers, drew the sum of seventeen
mate representation of whatever there is of thousand dollars yesterday from the bank and
loyalty among our people. They are the men absconded with a woman of notorious characto whom you are indebted for the safety of ter.
Mr. J. Austin Stevens, Jr., this forenoon
your State, and without which uncompromising devotion to the Union, Maryland would appeared at the Tombs and gave bail in five
have been handed over to indiscriminate deshundred dollars to keep the peace.
The

couuty

truction.
In reply to those who urge the repeal of the
law, he says: I do not feel authorized to recommend a repudiation by the Legislature of
the organic law of your State by any radical
modification of the terms of the registration
act.
The Governor next discusses at leugth the
subject of Federal relations, approving the

President’s reconstruction policy.

suffrage question, he says
with the Southern and Middle States, and perhaps four own State, the issue of negro suffrage is a subject of the gravest import. MasReferring

to the

sachusetts, with her nine thousand or ten
thousand negroes, in an aggregate population
of one million two hundred thousand souls,
Maine with her six hundred in an aggregate
of more than one million three hundred thousand souls (?); Vermont with her seven hundred in an aggregate of more than three hundred
thousand soids; New Hampshire with her five
hundred in an aggregate of more than five hundred thousand! ?j; aDd the other Free States
standing in the same numerical relation, would
hardly claim to approach this issue from a
common standpoint even with our State.
The

loyal men of the South, admitted to be ever so
! limited in number, stand in no relation which
would justify, even if the power existed under
the Constitution,—the forcible surrender of
their country into the hands of the African
race.
I have advocated the cause of universal

in Maryland, and throughout
the country, because I believe it to be a measure of duty, as well as urgent State necessity.
But I could not justify myself to the people of
Maryland if I should give countenance to the

emancipation

effort now making by some impulsive men, no
doubt sincere and honest in their convictions,
to confer universal suffrage upon the negro
race.

I cordially accept the views of President
Johnson in reference to the only practical

adjustment between these conflicting
interests. I am willing to do the colored race
justice, if they prefer to remain with us upon
mode of

terms not consistent with our claim to exclusive control in the government of the States.
I am willing ta try the experiment without
prejudice to the fullest extent, but I am not at
liberty to withhold opinions which were foreshadowed by my taking the oath of office under your new constitution, whose provisions
denied the right of suffrage to the negro,
that his manifest destiny assigns him sooner
or later, not as the result of Legislative compulsion, but of his owu voluntary motion, to
some more congenial'locality, where bis dis-

tinctive characteristics will furnish no barrier
to his enjoyment of social and political rights.

of Dlfe—Horrible
Outrage by Negroes.
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 11.
The tug S. C. Hall, from Philadelphia for
Galveston, put in here to coal. She reports
the schooner Retribution ashore on Hatteras
Inlet, with four of her crew frozen to death
while hanging io the rigging, and two pilots
are supposed to have been washed overboard
and drowned. The Retribution was an old
tug called Uncle Ben, and was transferred early In the war into a privateer in this port by
It is not known where
the rebel authorities.
she was from or hound.
Two negroes, supposed to belong to the 37th
colored regiment, stationed at Fort Fisher, entered the house of Samuel N. Connor, on
Middle Sound.
There were in the house at
the time Mr. Thomas Pickett, Mr. Cannon,
Marine Disaster and Doss

Miss Pickett, Mrs. Carter, and Mrs. Pickett,
and fired upon the party, killing Mr. Pickett,
two shots taking fatal effect.
Miss Pickett
was dangerously wounded in the head, and
Mrs. Carter was mortally wounded in the
throat.
Cannon escaped and brought the
neighbors to the scene, but the negroes had
escaped. Efforts are beiug made to arrest

them.

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe. Jan. 11.
The steamer Gen. Barnes, from New York
for Alexandria, stopped by ice in the Potomac,
arrived here this forenoon.
The steamer Leo, from Savannah for New
York, arrived here to-day short of coal. She
encountered heavy weather.
The ice in Elizabeth river is fast
breaking.
James river is still closed above City Point.
The steamers Niagara and
Saratoga are icebound at Richmond.

The double-ender Ascutncy has arrived here.
The steamer Gen. Barnes started for Baltimore this afternoon to transport the 5th U. S.
Cavalry to Charleston.
Brig Itasca—Fames of the Browned.
New York, Jan. 11.
The brig Itasca has been towed to the city.
The names of the lost in the breakers at Eire
Island were: Mr. Jackson, of Boston, mate
and part owner; Milliken Torrey, second
The

mate; Gardiner Weed, steward; Alfred Sinson
and Warren Scott, seamen; all of Deer Island,

Marine Disasters.
Providence, R. L, Jan. 10.
The schooner Augusta, from Rockland for
New York, went ashore on Block Island 7th
inst., took fire, and the vessel and cargo became a total loss.
Crew saved.

Richmond

Election.

Richmond, Va., Jan. 11.
of Spot tsyl vania, was elected

J. M. Ilendon,
Secretary of the Commonwealth to-day, after
a lengthy and animated debate.
Judge Jaynes and others advocated the reelection of CoL Lewis, who was appointed by
Gov. Pierpont, at Alexandria, in the first ballot. Col. Lewis lacked only five votes of reelection.

Second Board.—Stocks
Amei lean

United States coupon Sixes. 1881..... .104}
United States 5-20,.1044
United States 10-40.934
7 3-10. 98}
Treasury
United States one year Certificates,.98}
Canton Company. 43
Cumberland Coal Co. 41}
New York Central. 93
Erie.93
Hudson.104}

Col.

Balter Mustered Out—Military Commission.

Col. L. C. Baker

Washington, Jan.
was

11.
mustered out of the

service to-day, in obedience to the express
command of the President.
The military Commission of which Major
Gen. Fessenden is President, is in session in
Alexandria, trying 17 more persons charged
with complicity in the disturbance in that city
Christmas day.
More of the Strong Case,
New York, Jan. 11.
Henry A. Cram, the counsel for the prosecution in the late Strong divorce case yesterday, caused the arrest of John Auston Stevens,
Jr., brother of Mrs. Strong, for having threatened him with personal violence on account of
remarks made by the former during the trial
of the case.
The prisoner was released on
promising to give bail for future good behavior.

Cincinnati Markets.
Cincinnati, Jan. 11.

Flour— steady.

00; receipts 5,000 head.
Mess Pork—in active demand; sales, 1,100 bbls of
at
29
00
29
city
50; 800 bbls. oi country at 28 50 @
at 12

29 00.
Green Meats-steady at 10c for shoulders, 13c
sides, and 17e for hams.
Lard—in yood demaud at 18c for prime city.

The New York papers of Wednesday evening, give fullaccounts of the arrest of the robbers, and the recovery of portions of the money, but the latter are so contradictory that it is
impossible to know what to believe. The Evening Post asserts that there was $678,000 in
The whole amount of

the car, and says:

money found (including $28,000 in gold, instead of $48,887 as was at first reported), is
$258,000 in irrency value.”
The Commercial Adeertiser says the whole
amount taken from the safes did not exceed
We have assurance from one of the leading
members of the company in Boston, that the
way bills showed on Sunday only $141,000 in
all stolen, of which $78,000 was in incomplete
government notes, which would be worthless
till the signatures were all put in. Another
gentleman says that outside of these notes, he
would be willing, for $75,000, to make good evThe New York evening paery cent taken.
pers give accounts of large amounts recovered.

morning,

we

funds.
Another New York paper says:
The officers of the Express Company are
not aware of the precise amount stolen, but
We
suppose it to have been about $700,000.
understand that about $400,000 of this amount
has been recovered by the arrest of these
It is the general opinion of the
three men.
company that a large number of thieves were
engaged, directly or indirectly, in the robbery,
and they are confident that the arrest of all
of them, and the consequent recovery of the

stolen, is merely a question of

entire amount

time.
The published detailed aacounts of the ararrest of the parties corroberate those given in

telegraphic dispatches yesterday. A report is given of the arrest of a receiver of a
part of the stolen property in Division Street,
New York, but it needs confirmation.—[Bosour

ton Traveller.

The Cold Snap.—The Coos Republican,
published in Lancaster, N. H., says that on
Sunday morning last the mercury indicated
34o below zero in Lancaster Village, and on
Monday morning. 30® below. On Saturday,
at Franconia Iron Works, proverbially the coldest place in New England, the thermometer
was 36° below zero, while at the Profile
House, eight miles further south, it was but
6 ° below at the same time.

Dry Groods
ELDEN& WHITMAN,
5 Free Street

cars, with harnesses and

Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 11.

Arrest of

a

Murderer•

Reduction!

From

our

former low prices.

We would call special attention to

Which

51c.

bushels Milwaukee, No. 1 June, at 1 80.
Corn—lc lower; sales 31,000 bushels Mixed Western at 88 @ 91c.
Oats—dull; sales of Canada at 60c.
Beef—active; Rales 650 bbls. of new plain mess at
10 50 @ 12 00.
Pork—firmer; sales 7,600 bbls. new Mess at 29 374
@30 00.

we

Coffee—active; sales,

one

cargo of Rio

on

Petroleum—dull.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
Chicago
Flour—dull.

^

Markets.

Chicago, Jan. 11.

Wheat—unwttlod, closing at 1 22 @ 122j

Ticket* 75 ct*.

JF 3E 8 or. I VAL!
-AND-

on

Thursday Eve’ng, Jan. 11, 1866,
-AT-

CITY

We

H-A.3L.Xi.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
|EF“ Tickets 28 cts. Doors open at 1 o’clock.
#—d3t

Jan

100

Winter Dress

30

Our

House-keeping Department,

Comprising Quilts, Towels, Napkins, Brown and
Bleached Linen Tablings, Crashes, Plain Linens, and
an assortment of
all goods needed for HOUSE
FURNISHING.

Mr.

W.

J.

Raymond,

FL AJNHVEL, S,
WHITE

GOODS,

Win close the present term of his

With

a

aid

Agency

Company,

Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
January 8th, 1866.

Aid

SmiII

30

Od

for

hall,

Monday Evening, Jan. 15,

Music

by Baymond’s Quadrille Band,

Assisted by B. R. JOYCE, of Boston, Harpist, EDWARD COBB, Flutiat, and E. GAMMON^ Double
Bass.
MANAGERS:
C. H. Rich,
Edward Hodgkins,
John Stinchcomh,
M. McCarthy.
J. C. CoUey.
Tickets $1.00, admitting gentleman and two ladies. Proscenium Tickets 23 cts, to be had of the
managers, and at the door.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Jan 8—dtd

SOCIAL

ASSEMBLIES

dim

They Most

STOCK and
feeling

sure

it will be for THEIB ADVANTAGE.

ELDEN & WHITMAN.
One Price and No Variation!
5 Free

St. Block.

Jan 10—dtf

Wanted.

A

Every Tuesday Evening,

POSITION as traveling or local Salesman
Wholesale Grocery and Flour business, by
young man who has had three years experience on
Commercial Street, and has a good acquaintance
with the country trade
Address
SALESMAN, Press Office.
Jan 11—dtf

A in the
a

__

Found.
BUNDLE ot Bed

can
Clothing. The
A bare the same by calling
CHARLES WEST,
and
owner

on

Deering's Bridge,
Jan 10,1866.

near

paying ebargea.
jalldlw*

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, at 10 o'olook A.

Best 4-4 Bleached Cottons for

32

Best 9*8 Bleached Cottons for

40

Best 5-4 Bleached Cottons for

42

Fine 4-4 Brown Cottons fbr

28

Fine 9-8 Brown Cottons for

30

Nice all Wool Grey Twilled Flannel
Nice all Wool Bed Twilled Flannel

40

Heavy Cotton Flannel
Heavy all Wool Casslmere
Heavy all Wool Beaver
Heavy Union Beaver
Plaid Dress Goods

in the

The Prieee

to

$12

Dec

237 66
13
672 19

6,345

ference between

Dee

Call

UkrtA AAA OF the Third Mortgage Bonds
of the Androscoggin Railroad
will be Bold at auction at the office of J.
C. WOODMAN, In Portland, on the Eleventh day of
January, 1886, at ten o’clock A. M.
<lc27td
Dec 3», If 66.
Company

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
/\8 SATURDAY, January 13, at 3 o’clock, P, M.,
on the premises, we shall sell the valuable
THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE, No. X4 Brown st.
This House la finished throughout, and Is In thorough repair. Good cellar, good water, pleasantly
ana centrally located, and ({curable aa a residence.
At 31 o’clock we shall sell the two-story brick bouse
No. 23 Fore street. This house la also well finished,
convenient, nd In good repair. It Is near the Portland Co.’s Works, the Grand Trunk Depot, and the
Boston boats, and mast increase in value.
HENRY BAILEY & CO.. Auct’rs.
dc27 ts
V /

1866.

For Sale at Auction.
convenient and commodious Hotel on Main
Street. Saco, better known as the “Saco House
will be sola at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M.,
on-the-day of January next, unless
previously disposed of at private sale.
The house has been kept for the last few years by
Rufus M. Lord. Possession given 18th July 1888.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J. E. L. KIMBALL, Saco,
Union Wharf, Portland.
Or. ISAAC DYER, No.
30—dtd
Dee

THE

PRICES.

Deering

CHRISTMAS

Block.

-AND—

The

copartnership heretofore existting under the

New

Y ear.

Hogs!
CO.,

BUCKLEY

“Good bye the old yew,” weloome the

Jt LEIGHTON,
day dissolved, by mutual consent. AH the ac-

the recent Are at

High prices are falling, which is bad for
the few who speculate on the wants ot the
many who need the riches ot Croesus,

ie this
counts of the late firm will be settled by
I. M. LEIGHTON, No. 2 Union Wharf.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1866.
JaOdlw*

or what

Choice Dairy Butter!
JK TUBS. CHOICE DAIRY BUTTER, Just received and for sale by
H. T. MACHDT,
Head Galt Wharf.

BECEIVED,
large
YARN and MITTENS.
JUST
a

ALSO,

KID
A nice

lot of COUNTRY

HOOP SKIRTS,

PIANO

The undersigned wHl continue the business at the
lately occupied by HQlman & Atkins, under the

PORTLAND ACADEMY

WM.

a

attention mud to young
prePARTICULAR
paring themselves tor College. Excellent opportunities

For

-•

or young gentlemen
study French, German, Mathematics.
Book-Keeping, &c. Pupils of both sexes received
in all branches usually tausrht in a first class school.

to

The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, &c.

FILES, Principal,
28 Hanover Si.

P. O. Box 103.

TATE,
»

the undersigned, having sold oat oar Retail
T Business, together with the City Carts, &rc., to
Mr. W. C.
would
recommend him
to the patronage of our formor customers.
PEARSON Si SMITH.

cheerfully

PEABSON & SMITH
Will still continue to manutheture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakery, IB and IT
Willow Street.

the

January 6,1865.
1

offered for young ladies

_

FORTY

J

BARGAINS, BARGAINS,

SEALED

Maine.

The committee reserve the right to reject all proposals if in their opinion too high.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the office
of Q; * C. Bliss, in South Freeport.
All proposals should be endorsed Builders' Proposals, and addressed to
>6, BLISS.
Chairman Building Committee.
South Freeport, Maine, January 10th, 1866.
jalldP.MAW &w2w3*
HP* Il you are In want of any kind ot PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office.

Address Merchant, at this office.
JanS—dtl

-IN-

For Sale.
srrkrk AAA ft- hacmetack plank
OUU UUU and TIMBER, for sale by

Skirts and Corsets!
A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
A‘
A. D. REEVES',TaUer,
...
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

A

And

Notice.

High Prices

have Got a

Dig

The Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Machiab Water Power asd Mill Compact
will be held at the United States Hotel In Portland
of January Inst., at Sf
on Wednesday, the 24th day
a Board op Dio’clock, P. M., for the choice of
and such other offirectors far the ensuing year,
of the Company require; and
cers as the By-Laws
such other business as shall lelor the transaction of

in the Ribs!

30 Sprtagi extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48,
femeer price 8.8s.

for sale BLACK WALNUT

EXTENSION TABLES!
8, 8, and 10 feet, at

11,75

Speculators

per foot, by

and Monopolisers ire
very queer.

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO.,
JalOdtt

on

H.

F.

St.

Trench Pattern Corsets 1.50
A

French

COOLIDGE

Has removed from

to

85

Commercial

Street

DRESS

Opposite Thomas Block.

Jan 8—dlw*w2w

IGNATIUS SARGENT, Clerk.
fa
lseod2w
Mschiss. January 4,1866.

Capital Stock, all paid in,
The

Company owe

of the

standing

of

GREAT

pair.

BARGAIN!

Combination Corsets
Reduced Prices!

ELEVATORS!

25 ots. per

at

Set,

Ladles, call and be convi need ;’we sell nothing but
wlU sell

the very best quality of goc da, and can and
them cheaper than any houise in the trade.

*300 ooo
M50U

ANDERSON'S
Skirt
and
Corset
Store.

Cumberland, as.
Portland, Jan. 10th, 1886.
,,
Personally appeared .be above named William
Kimball, and made oath that the above statement
made by him, la true. Before me,
W.W. THOMAS,
Juatice of the Peace.

88 MAE’SET SQUARE.
GEO..
I

Dec

SO—dlstl

ANDERSON.,

Agent.

INVALIDS.

rrtrns highly nutrtcious and pleasant food, so pop1 ulsx in Germany and England, was devised the
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig of
Berlin. Infantawho are deprived of the mother's
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the conAnd invalids, those who his
stant use ot this food.
consumptive, dyspeptic or feoble from anycausc, will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. B. NICHOLS «c0
arrangeChemists. 160 Congress Street, havo madeand
tresh,
ment* to prepare tills food perfectly pure
W. F. PHILaU the Apothecaries.
LIPS to Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dtf

J ‘"pVir'taJe'by

the

WM. KIMBALL, Trees.

dlw

PBOF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN
AND

a

No Lady should be without them,
gy- THE TRADBT SUPPLIED.

Notice.

A'pmLs*JATEMENT

come before them.

en

dlw*

Jan6

store

Jan. II,

gally

so dozen Superior Colot ed Corsets
One Dollar a [>alr.

To Rent.

29

hAag

No. 4 Free St. Block.

desirable Store tad Tenement
Centre
THAT
first door from Congress. For particulars
at the

C. S. CLARK, Agent,
Smith’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

Jan 4—dim

FOR ONE DOLLAR!

Received -I

REMOVAL!

PROPOSALS will be received until 12
o’clock noon, Saturday. January 27th, 1866, for

right man.

BARGAINS

Portland, Jan’y 5,1866.—d3w

Family Flour,

Notice !

country trade.

ALL

Just

one who has had exwholesale Flour and Grocery
and
can
command a large
city,
A liberal salary will be paid to the

In the
ANperience
in this

business

Notice.

quire

Builders’

Wanted.
experienced Salesman;

MARKET SQUARE.

26

Central Wharf,
board at Long Wharf.
dlw*

Cracker*, Oyster Crackers, See.
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid
to putting up Bread for foreign voyages.

a choice selection oi
which they deliver to any part of the
free of expense.
Our Motto is Small profits and quick returns.
Portland, Dec 12th, 1866.
dcl4dtl

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
•atlftiaction.
Pianos to bs let, and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS fa CO.
Tuners.
March ft-dfawtt

Skirt and Corset Store!

persons having claims against, or indebted to
the Eitate of the late THOS. R. JONES, are
requested to call and adjust the same with
T. H. WE8TON,
103 Commercial Street.

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common

P. & S. still continue to keep

CENT.,

ANDERSON’S,

ALLEN, Jr.

Eastport.

Cnptain on

PER

Steinway Jb Sana, of New York.

The Schooner CATHERIFE WIL.
COX. For freight or passage, apply to
J.S. WINSLOW,
or

with all the modern improvements, which they call
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ot the
We hare made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of Now York and Boston Plano
are
which
Tones, among

Peaches !

Jan 9—dlw

Began Nerember 2TA«

Beceived at any time in the Term.

^FORTES.

The

Piano Fortes,

■i AA DOZEN CANS—Just received per brig
1UU “Frank E. Allen, from Philadelphia.

Free Street.

Hall,

CORSETS!

Strawberries and Pears.

M»e. M. E. BEDIiOW’S, 13 Middle Si.
Jan 10—dlw

Winter Term

Fresh

Station

undersigned begs leavs to anmmma nounce that they are manufacturing and
((.keep constantly on hand
]»-»
■*»

Marked Down

GLOVES,

Passenger

Furniture!

store

article at

tha

In every varict*, cannot fell to command the lavor ol
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Quality, Style or Price.
'Ewery article warranted ae recommended. Qratelul for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the oontinuanoe ol the fevora or our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3mo»
Boston, September 30,1866.

Qood News for the Ladies

HILLMAN A MELLEN.
Q. D. HILLMAN,
G. L. MELLEN.
Portland, Jan’y 8th, 1866.
Ja9dtf

over

hare taken tha

ROOM and CHAMBER

firm of

YARN !

wo

Hayusarkei Square,
where we have opened with a new and fresh stock of
goods.
Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs.compriaine DBA WING BOOM, l.IBRARY.DINlNU

A ATKINS.

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent, and the
business ol the firm will be settled by either ol the
partners at the old stand.
GEORGE D. HILLMAN,
GEORGE S. ATKINS.

old stand,

over

Boston and Maine

is better, the oil of Petroleum’s

Copartnership.
the

our

Worcester Passenger Station,
SINCE
the

large and beautiful Halls

vast cave, for under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the past year.
But that good times are coming, is yet
very clear, tor ANDERSON still is found
at 28 Market Square.

’t

under

^BANCROFT.

new.

BUTLER

Dissolution of

Notice.

nidU.UUU
7

V.

1865.

11 a’elack A. M.,

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
14—dtf

Auction

others.

the Geode,

rpHE copartnership heretofore existing
A firm of

81 Commercial Street

"WOOLEN

O.

aa

See far Voarselrea,

Jan 9^-dlw*

FOB SALE BT

wishing

can

148 & 150 Middle St,

proportion.

Agents,

Portland, January 10,1866.—cod3w

Pupils

prices and

Ill &

GOODS,

same

our

at

At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded if
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weaklier.

say to prevent yon from calling.
Copy the number
and call ii for nothing more than to see the great dif-

29—daw

rjlHE

STA0KP0LE A C0.(

Union

Received !

Dissolution.

Justice of the Peace.

10—d2w

WE

They are really OHEAPEB than the present

9,893 68

&

AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, ffic.,

T5e pr.

A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawls
Hoods ud Sostsgse

Down.

Please

31,100

WEBB

left Emb. Backs,

Congress Street.

♦200,000
12,124
Net surplus,
34,341 22
-*♦246,466 22
AMOS W. PRENTICE, President.
B. B. Whittebobe, Secretary.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th day ol
December, 1866.
ELISHA F. ROGERS,
[Stamp.]

G.

more

in Plata Figures.

No. 5

unadjusted,

M.

few

A

Just

all Marked

ere

1)8,360

Dressed

Qorserf, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES.

GOODS

WHOLESALE

Cash Capital,
Losses

Extra Lot

HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

JnHH

ManfsMsrsr. sf flssp Skirts A Corsets.
Dec 19—dtf

and

65,990 60
|21,260
11,632 12
11,094 04

ed for business purposes, and very desirable for Investment.
They will be sold separately or together, either ior
cash or upon ffivorable terms of payment.
For particulars, apply to the Auctioneers,

25 cents.

have

we

DRESS

condition of the

Cash on hand,
Cash in hands of Agents,
Due fronr other sources,
Accrued Interest,
Office Furniture,

on Commercial Street
at Auction.
/~YN THUBSDAY, Januaiy 18th. at 13 o’clock M.,
U on the premises, the lour story brick stores numbered 93 and 95, situated on the northerly side o 1
Commercial Street, opposite Thomas’ Block. These
stores are substantially built, exceedingly well locat-

50 den. Heeds, Woven, slightly damaged,
OOe each, werlk 1,00
50 den. Hoods, Nubias, choice goods,
95c eeeh, werlk 1.50

“

—

Brick Stores

HOODS.

entire Stock of

onr

o’clock.

ASSETS.

—

90c each

doz
band made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.80 each.

onr

Marked

Chandler’s Fill Quadrille Bud

Real Estate,

1.00 each.

«

«

HOODS,

COST.
And

NORWICH, CONN.
IXeoenvber X, 1805.

on

Fringe, choioe goods,

HOODS,

31.12).

WORSTED

25

Loans on Collateral,
U. S. Securities,
Bank Stock,
Bills Receivable,

•<

■very Saturday

75

THAMES FIRE INS. COMP’F,
Loans

«

2,75

All

ARRANGEMENTS:

at 8

doz Sontagi, with

CyDon’t allow anything jealous neighbors

$4.00

Dancing to commence

20

—Also,—

“

3.75

-$7

office,

Blankets, Furs, 1,000 Doxen Cut Beavers, Broadcloths, Casaimeres, Satin. t)s, Flannels, Dress Goods,
8k., &c.
On Saturday,
At 10 o’clock. Groceries, Stores, Crockery, Clothing, Dry Goods, Paintings, Furs, with a variety of
other goods.
dtd
January 10,18€5.

——~~

31.00

-----

AT

Pres. Chas. E. Chase,
Tr^as. Claudius Lane,
Vice Pres. Geo. W. Pridham,Edwin Rice,
Sec. John W. Lane,
Fred. A.Drinkwater,Jr.

By

doz Sliawls, large size, slightly damaged,
for
1.78, worth 4.00

“

37)
-•

at

Scarls, Hoalerv, Gloves, Shirts, Drawers, Boots,
Shoes and Caps.

40

Cloaks from

Style

Good

Commencing Dec. 5th» 1805,
Continuing each Tuesday Evening six weeks.
Under the direction of the following

luie

20

20

21 cents.

-AT-

COMMITTEE OF

U M.,

SHAWLS.

FEW DATS,

Fine Bleached Cottons tor

MECHANICS’ HALL,

furnishing materials, and doing all the work necessary to complete a School House at South Freeport,

Wanted.

E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange Street

Overcoats, Cloaks, Vests, Pants,

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER,

U..d Kid Gloves

ci'y

YOUNG MAN with six years experience as
Book-keeper and clerk in mercantile life, desires
a situation in this city.
Understands Double Entry
Book-keeping, and can bring the best of reference.
Address Lock Box 21, Dover, N. H.
Portland, Jan 11,1866.—dlw

Taking!

SHAWLS,

COTTON GOODS,

Given under the direction of

COBB,

PRICES,

be Sold Prior to Stock

•v

a

Goods

and Saturday, at 10 o’clock A. M., wa
a valuable Invoice of rich Dress and
Fancy Goods,consisting of Thibets,Silks and Worsted
Alpaccaa all wool Plaids, G.nghams, Striped and
Checked Shirting, Flannel, Crash, Skating Caps,
Clouds, Nubias, Ho >ds, Furs, Ladles Cloaks, Children’s and Misses’ Hats and Turbans, Balmoral
Skirts, Hoop Skirts, Table Linen, Hoee, Children’s
Sacks, Ac.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
January 11—dtd

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Notwithstanding the late rise in

EX. AMERICA HOSE 1.
As this is their first Course of Dances, no pains
will be spared to make them pleasant and agreeable
to all ^ ho a' tend. These Dances will be given

IV O T I CE I

We invite the public to examine Cur

Choice -Dress and Fancy
at Auction.

1.85 former price 1.15

Friday
sell
ON shall

NOW FOR BARGAINS!

Are offering, for

To which all lovers ot dancing, good order, and
a pleasant time are
respecttolly invited.

In full variety at

One Price, and No Variation !

in. Tape, 6 tapes, heavy,wire,

3

Hoops 11, Conet and Skirt combined,

20 doz

Jan S—<JBw*

Want,

ON

the premises, No. 11 Monument St, the one and a
bait storied wooden dwelling and barn, together with
the land.
Building In good order and convenient.
Lot 90 by 34; plenty of water. May be examined
from 1 till 4 P. M, day previous to sale.
A part of the purchase money can remain on mortgage. For particulars call on the Auctioneer.
Jan 11—did

Gentlemen, Keep Tear Temper 1

Grand Ball, at

CITY

C.

Hosiery, Handkfs.,

Beal Estate on Monument Street
at Auction.
SATURDAY, January 13th, at J past 12, on

lor

DANCING ACADEMY,

men

CLOTHS!

Hoops,

lot of

ED .V'D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

Oc pr.

Here is Where we Put the Knife in.

Fkakk E. Howe, General Agent, 67 Broadway,
and William L. Best, New England Agent, 46

CLOSING BALL I

Clue them before Taking Stack.
The attention of purchasers is called to

1

HOOP SKIRTS !

JOHN A. ANDREW, PieiMni.

AGRAND J|

Jan

Consisting of all desirable styles of plain and fhncy
labrics, In all grades, we hare marked without regard to cost, to

45c pr.

Balmoral, 4 sizes,

AN

H O a S !

Goods,

doz. all wool Hose, ladies, 20
gauge,

100 doz. Childrens*

a

Articles.
Goods at private Sales at average auction prices.
Ur "Ladles are invited to attend the sales
C. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.
Jan 12—d2w

hosiery.

1.45 former price 8.00
Send for lists of plantations and prices, in any desired locality. Send for circulars. Call ior letters of I 30 Hoops,Q in., Corset and Skirt combined,
introduction to our agents in all ±>arts of the South.
for
1.50 former price 8.85

Oft

Office Na* 11T Commercial Street*

OUR STOCK OF

Slaughter

REFRESHMENTS, Ac.

LOSING,

SALE,

the

-OK-

Northern auspices.

LIABILITIES.

COMPETITION l

Commence

Algo

Ac.

|SILVER PLATED WARE.
Such as Castors, Cake Ba keti, Butter Dishes,
Tea. Dessert ami Table Spoons; Dessert and
Mugs,
Medium Forks, Butter Knives, Ac.
Also a good assortment oi Jewc-lrv, Table and Pocket Cutlery,
Pocket Books, Band Wallets, llair Brushes, Cloth
and Shoe Brushes, a id a small lot ol Toys and Fancy

List and they will be
dispelled.

Mortgages negotiated upon plantations for which
20 per cent, interest per annum will be paid absolutely, or one-third the net crop of cotton raised.
An agent of the company will leave fbr the South
ou the 15th of January, to make investments and attend to the selection and purehase of plantations;
until which time lie can be Been at the office of the
New England Agency, No. 46 Washington Street,

Circle

Social

Will hold their Annual Festival

chiefs,

any doubts read the following Price

If yon have

inaugurate

American Land

THE CONGRESS SQUARE

Vniversalist

be sold St the Auction Store 109 FedStreet, commencing tills day, and cc ntinuing Every Afternoon and Evening, till Ibe whole
Stock Is disponed ol. A large lot of While and colored
dry GOODS ARE TUMBLING!
Blankets, Rubber Blankets, Bed TlcksJJneu Sheets,
Hair Pillows, Pillow l aws, Ha r Matlrcaaia, Iron
FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!
Beilstoadu, Sloven, Tab)*., Lairs, 60 Barrels l'Uot
Brea I, Imported Pastlle
A laigo
Soap, Com Stare
SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING!
It ol < oatn, I'antB,
Overcoat., Under-* Hrt» and
1/rxwt rs, English Blue Unierwsbirta—I 0 don M&nuCLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!
.actu e, Traveling
Shirt.,large lot Men’. Wool Sock.,
We.t of England Candmere. and
Broadcloths, Ladle.
HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING!
Hose, Gloves, Sue • itlers, Rstore, 1 aper Collars,
Haversack., Woolen (.ape, largo lotot C< tton Batting,
EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!
Men’s Slipper., Sole Leather
Traveling Trunks,Fan4 I cv Soai., Perfumery, Linen Towel, and fable
Cloth., lloyllee, Crash, Linen and Colton HandlerAny assertions to the contrary arc groundless!

Boston, Mass.

Promenade Concert I

and would request the ladies to examine Oar Prices
before purchasing elsewhere.

dividing

on 200 pounds.
Receipts— 3,000 bbls. of flour, 12,000 bushels of
wheat, 17,000 bushels of corn.
♦Shipment*-2,100 bbls. flour, 1,800 bushels wheat,
2.500 bushels of oats.
I

CSP’SIXTEEN DANCES.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.
Jan 10—dtd

OF

WILL
eral

—AMD-

giving

HILLMAN

for Xo. 1.

Oats—firm.
High Wines—dull.
Provisions—active J mess pork advanced 50c; sales
1,200 bbls. at 27 00 @ 27 50.
There is a good Inquiry
for sweet piekled hams at 17 @ mc. English meats
firm. Bulk houlders in moderate demand.
Hogs—unchanged. Dressed hogs dull in consequence ot unfavorable weather; sales at 10 00 @ 10 10,
•

MECHANICS’ HALL.

AT

At figures that will ensure their

private

terms; 500 bags of Maracaibo on private terms; 4,000
bags of Ceylon on private terms.
Molasses—lower: sales. 120 bbls. of New Orleans
at 110
@ 1 25; 71 hbds. of Porto Rico at 75 @ 80c.
NavaT Stores—dull.

Thursday Evening, January 11th,

WOOL

offer at prices that

6.500

Lard—firmer; sales 1,250 bbls. at 15j @ 18ic.
Whiskey—dull at 2 251 @ 2 28.
Sugars-firm; sales 600 hlids. Muscovado at 11$ @
12ic.

Will give thei rlast Assembly

SALE

Clothing’, Blankets, and HouseFurnishing Goods!

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

charge

-♦246,466 22

OUR CLOAKS!

New York Markets.

@

line of

WE HAVE MARKED

Tuckerton, N. J., Jan. 11.
The schooner H. H. Dunton, of Buckland,
Me., Captain Jamison, bilged on Hughes’ Bar.
Materials and part of her cargo saved.

Flour—dull and lower; sales, 6,800 bbls. State at
7 00 @ 8 30; Round Hoop Ohio 8 45 @ 10 25; Western
7 00 @ 8 35; Southern, sales 450 bbls. at 8 70 @ 15 00;
Canada, sales 380 bbls. at 8 05 @ 11 25.
Wheat—dull and 2@ 3c lower for Spring; sales

our

BLANKETS,

Vestel Ashore.

at 50

Ocean Association,Ex-4,

Ol tho

Preparatory to TAKING STOCK, and would offer to
the public a full and choice assortment of seasonable
goods at a

Philadelphia., Jan. 11.
Christopher Berger, aged 27 years, has been
arrested for the murder of Miss Mary L, Watts,
at Ue in an town last Saturday. He has made
a partial confession.

New York, Jan. 11.
Cotton—steady; sales BOO bales Middling Uplands

jalldOt

Slooum, J

V\7"K have for sale, and ready for immediate occu* »
paucy, Some of the beet cotton plantations, in
the very best cotton
growing region of the South,
with beautital
dwellings and all the buildings and
machinery for cotton cultivation complete, and many
with the laborers ready ior work.
They will lie sold
withperlect titles f>rless than it cost to clear the
land or erect the buildings.
Any oi these piautauuus will pay for themselves
and all expenses by a single crop, and must double in
value within a year.
To raise a crop the coming
year, operations must be begun in January. To facilitate investments at once, the
company are prepared to purchase, manage and cultivate plantations
lor northern owuors, without any
to the purchaser, the expenses being paid lroin the net profits.
We also are prepared to negotiate for advances tor
growing co ton, giving bottom mortgage with perfect
title upon the entire plantation to secure the princione-third net crop lor the us3 of the
pal, and
money—the plantations being run under the super
vision of our own agents, and cotton shippo 1 to our
order. These advances can be deposited with our
agency in New York or Boston, and will bo paid at
maturity at the same place without expense.
Cotton, at present prices, will pay from 2 to 300 per
ce-1. on these investments, amply secured and perfectly safe.
We assure northern men of perfect security in their
persons and property in any locality where such purchases and investments are made by us.
We believe no more favorable opportunity for investment for Northern men ever presented itself, and
at the same time it will supply the necessities of the
freedmen by tarnishing them with remunerative emthe experiment oi
ployment, and will help
tree labor in the cotton fields of the South under

STATEMENT

Dry Goods,

horses, and

Thos, S. Fickett was murdered in his house,
six miles from Wilmington, on Middle Sound,
last night, by a party of negroes. They also
wounded two ot his daughters.

35 cts; Reserved Seats 50 cts.
Doors open 1 of 7 to commence at i of 8 o’clock.
CHAS. H. DUPKEZ, Manager.
Samuel Pond,
I 4fTfinta
Agenta*
Chas. F.

Block,

IMMEDIATE

Murder.

Buffalo,

Have marked down tlieir Stock of

hay were burnTotal loss $18,000; partially insured.

seven

ed.

Some 30

Minstrels & Brass Band,
Will appear at the above named hall for positively
three nights only, on their return from their triumphant and successful Eastern Tour, previous to their
Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaudeparture for
kee, Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington,
where the Troupe will close their twelf th annual
tour—Introducing on this occasion an entire new Programme, the most attractive and pleasing hid in

Nov. 28—Gwtt&s

JJestructlre JHre.

last night.

Gigantic

DUPBEZ & BENEDICT’S

To
had ot the Committee of Arrangements and
at the door.
0*“ Clothing Checked Free.

Great

Sales.

AU C T I O N
LARGE

be

—

stroyed by fire

The Great and Incomparable

Gallery Tickets,

Brutal Murder.

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 11.
The extensive bam of the Troy & Cohoes’
horse railroad company, situated about midway between the two places, was totally de-

Jaa* 15* 1G and 17*

Tickets to the Course,
Single Tickets,

Marked Down!

has made its appearance.
The bill is much
heavier in appearance than the genuine.

Potts ville, Pa., Jan. 11.
coal operator and superintendent of the New York and Schuylkill Coal
Company, was brutally murdered by three
men last night, while on his way home to
The murder was committed on
Pottsville.
the public highway, two miles from Pottsville.

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday,

no

Superintendent of the line, telegraphed last
evening that he had obtained the $78,000 in
worthless currency, and $10,000 in other

DEFY

Henry H. Dunn,

informed,

are

mention of money recovered has been made
in any of the dispatches sent to the headquarters office in Boston, except that Mr. Sandford,

Liverpool.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Jan. 11.
The Commercial Washington dispatch says
the New Orleans telegram, announcing the
flight of Juarez is not credited in Washington.
Another counterfeit ten dollar greenback

POSITIVELY THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

$550,000.

to this

Auction

Sound the Glad Tidings!

sale.

for

Minstrelsy.
Admission

The Adame Express Bobbery.

HEAVY

New York. Jan. 11.

for

Whiskey—unchanged.

Up

Miscellaneous.

COTTON PLANTATIONS

COMING AGAIN!

ARE

Michigan Southern .67

Central.125}
Cleveland and Pittsburg.75}
Chicago and North Western.31}

HALL.

WOB, LD ’S~FA VOMITES

Illinois

Various Items.
The steamer Moravian, from Portland, has
arrived.
The captain of the ship Neptune has been
held for trial in $10,000, at the Marine Court
on a suit of eight passengers and the crew, for
alleged cruel beating on the recent voyage from

DEERING

Reading.101
Michigan Central.103}

Hogs —active

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

heavy.

Gold.188}

New York, Jan. 11.
The schooner Texas, from Norwich for Virginia, was totally lost, at Wood Point Bay,
last Saturday. Crew saved.

Me.

Returned, steamer Columbia, for Havana,
with machinery
deranged. She was towed in
by the steamer San Salvador from Savannah.

Stock Markets,
New York, Jan. 11.

WaoMngtou.

1

To Let.
and Sulfa ol Booms famished or nnAuxished to let, with or without board, at 11

SINGLE

Fret Street.
Respectable transient
Jan 4—dlw*

boarders accommodated.

3000 Yd». Popline and Thibet a,
down and to be cold at bargains.
C. K. BABB.
No. 2 Clapp’s Block,

MARKED
novl4 distf

For Sale and to

Poetry.

__

Trailing Arbutus.
BY G. H.

Valuable Hotel Property

no LUSTER.

'mi* the wintergreen.
dug beneath capricious snows,
That by the hodge-iow’s russet screen
Mekin the south wind as it b ows;
is a rustling leal,
Thy mantle
tiray m n.seB ma \o tuy frugal bou.
Am sere gra>s hides theo, Jit le thiei,
Under iu» scanty coVi-rdd.

MARBLE

piaueutry

power
its scented cup!

Alack I what heart hads’t thou to smile
Whon the great liemioe.s shiver so,
An l oa ts am maples frown tue while.

owling beeches, to and fro,
Whipped their long ai ms to ..cop thorn lithe,
sc

An bring tue tlnn blood to tnoir
martful t.iou can at oe so oiitho
W nh April co renew thy vbws.

*

brows?

was $177,000, exclusive
$140,000 have been
land; ot this sum
to
its
it
present stage of progress,
expendod to bringthat
notwithstanding the present
and it is believed
enhanced prices, it can be completed lor occupancy
tor $75,im>o, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, enquire of
JOS. ILSLEY.
November 11,1865.—dtf

chips

seen

Real Estate for Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

many maidens do the same,
Loi ering amid the wintergreen
To hear some Apr.l breathe their name;
Bo nave 1 seen their pins grow pal*,
An pale grow fadingin.o white;
Bo shiverou &o I heard tue gale
Ann felt the shades of coming night.
Bo

«MOWQ

Pruning—Treatment

A
two

TUB TKEB8.
of wound*—Evergreen

Trees,

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

TEAMSHIP COMPANY
dispatch regularly,

stories, containing

13 rooms,

closets, &e.,

each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North
29th
River,
ONE Of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

The North America,
L. F. TIMMERLAN.J?.Coimnander.

On

cared for from toe nursery, It Is true, may receive what little pruning they annually require at any time when there is leisure to attend to it. Still, good cultivators are very generally agreed that it is the best practice to
prune tuem every year, at tbe period of their
“summer rest,” ordunug tbe last three weeks
in Juue, continuing the use of the knife thereafter, as the occasion may offer itself, until the
vegetation ceases in the autumn. There is
also ihe best authority for performing that
heavy pruning needed by long neglected trees,
during want is caned tnelr “winter rest,” or
from tne md ot' the leaves to a time when the
flow of tne sap in tne spring is sufficient to
Until quite recao..e the wounds to bleed.
cently, moat New England farmers who have
troubled themselves to trim then- trees at all,
have selected the most unfavorable season of
tne year in which to perform this work, i. e.,
in inarch or April, when the bark cracks off at
the edges oi the wounds, and tbe sap oozes
out and produces canker on the parts below.
From tnese considerations, the winter may
be recommended as an excellent time in which
to put appie, pear, and most other kinds of
tree., in complete order for the coming period
of growth. The season for performing the
work, however, is of less consequenee than
the manner of operating. Iu the first place,
the taws, knives, axes, chisels, shears, or whatever tooi may be used, shotid be in the best
order lor cutting. In the next place, after
mailing a careful inspection of the subject to
be operated upon, and deciding iu a general
way w.iat ought to be done, cut off such limbs
os seem purely necessary to be removed, care
fully watching the result of each amputation,
anti abstaining from cutting in all doubtiui caNever “trim up” a true, unless for specsei.
ial reason which makes the operation justifiable; for iow-headed, as compared with tall
tree,, ara Jess oxpo=ed to the wind, handsomer
and more accessible in pruning, gathering
furit, killing insects, &c.
Tuejg.est general object aimed at should
be to form a well balanced head, of good proportions, without too much wood, and having

every branch so situated as to receive a sufficient amount of light and air. Pruning too
closely retards the healing of the wound; leaving any projecting stumps encourages the
Bprouting of trouoiesome suckers. In shortingin soil or pliihy plants, as currants, grapes, &c.,
cut at least an inch-above a bud. White trimming the grape, keep constantly hi mind that
tbe current year’s fruit wifi be borne on the
new shoots which are to gro t out of last year’s
wood. Wherever a saw or axe has been used,
In
pare tbe cut smooth, with a sharp knife.
fine, exercise judgment, and carefully watch
tue re u,ts of operations, in order to learn by

experience.

wounds made by pruning

or

Carrying the Canadian and U.

The Steamship BELGIAN, Capt. Brown, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 13th
January, 1866, immediately after the arrival oi the
train or the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Moravian on. Jan. 20.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

$26
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. 6c A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland,

MBOSTON AND CUBA

For Sale.
Brick House and
bargain.
enquire of

Lot, No.

FOR HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Malls. The
STEAMER “TONAWANDA,"
John Berry, Commander,
"IKTILL sail from the end ot Long Wharf, on MONTY DAY, January lBtb, I860, at 3 P. M., to be tallowed by the Steamer CORTEZ,” sailing THURSDAY, February 1st, 18*6.

Store to Let.
Brick Store

Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer& Co.
corner

Posses*ion given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

Sept 27—dtf

=

These steamers

Pullies.
Shafting
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder )
Ono new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)

and

repaired.

IRA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St,
Dec 2—d2m
Portland, Me. ;
m

-f KAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
-Li/vyVy Also, Ship Knees: Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, lor sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 21—dtf

House for Sale.
nnHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
X Danforlli and Tate Streets. It has all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
ItUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Not. 8,1866.—istf

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT fer
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address

rpHE
1

GEO. L.

KIMBALL,

of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

Firm

Wants, Lost and Found.
Agents

For Sale.

or

others,
any
Soldiers,
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE 6c CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oot 14—d&wfrn

Business

Wanted.

wanted—one that
respectable
would give out ot door exercise preferred. Those
ALIGHT,
will
state kind of
business

answering

please
business, profits,
amount of capital necessary, and all other needful information. .Address
WILLIAM GARDNER,
Box 368 P. O.

dtw*

decl9

CHECK drawn

Lost!
Mathews

6c Thomas,
by
dated Oct. 26th
A Canal National Bank,
27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
has

been
Payment
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by
returning it to
W. W. THOMAS,
National Bank.

At Canal

Copartnership.

copartnership he
firm and style of
THE

fore existing under the

TTLEli, It

E &

SONS,

is this dav dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs
of the late firm will be settled
by N. W. BICE & CO..
171 Congross St.. Boston, and they arc authorized to
sign the name of the firm in

liquidation.

SAMUEL TYLEK,
N.C. KICE,
N. W. RICE.
ALEXANDER TYLER,
E. L. PICKARD.

Boston, Jany t, 1866.

The undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm and style of

W.
&

BICE

SONS,

every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON 6c CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 2S—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

in

Tenement Wanted.
tenement suitable ror
two
small families, with good water privileges.
WANTED
Please
a

Oct

one

©r

address Tenement, Box 1603.
10—dtf

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

<C*

Also,

a

copart-

CO.,

For tho
purpose of continuing the Hide, Leather and
Jommislon Business heretofore conducted by TY-

LER, RICE

Wanted.
Agent

Wanted.

Copartnership.
N.

on

or

Nov 23—dtf

Dissolution of

171

Congress St., Boston.

N. W. RICE.
E. L. PICKARD.
ja4dlm

^

Boston, Jany 1, I860,

paint is a most excellent coating,
easily applied, harmless to the bark if it happens to be spread beyond the wound, and a.most concealing it, if the paint be made of the I
-FOBco,or oi tue bark.
In fact', paint on tbe wound
of a tree performs precisely the same service
India Rubber Boots and Shoes!
that it does on tbe bottom of a ship, or the sides
of a uOUoe. By many it is considered the best
-ATiai that can be applied to cover the Bears
made Id pruning.
HALL’S
Minerj. een l'. ees are best trimmed during
the .rowmg season. Box-borders and hedges
whetner evergreen or deciduous, should receive at least two clippings yearly, the one
ju .t after growth commences in the spring, tbe
147 MIDDLE STREET.
cthsr Just oefoie growth ceases in the autumn.
ALL FIBST QUALITY.
To tbi-ain from pruning a hedge through impatience to have It attain a certain height, deMin's
Rubber
Over-Shoes $1.40 per pair.
feats any ornamental purpose for which it may
have been designed. Smallish plants, set in a Women's Rubber Over-Shoes 1.10
per pair
deep generous soil and regularly trimmed, al- Misses’ Rubber Over-Shoes
.80 per pair.
ways make the finest hedges.—[Worcester Men’s Rubber
Boots
5.50 per pair.
SpyWomen’s Rubber Boots,
2 75 per pair.
A Yankee Trade.
Misses’ Rubber Boots
2.25 per pair.
A certain farmer, who in the course of a Beys' Rubber Boots
3.50 per pair.
year purchased several dollars’ worth of goods Youths’ Rubber Boots
3.00 per pair.
(and always paid for them), called at the store
of a village merchant,—his regular place of
Also, Rubber Goods repaired in a neat and subdealing—with two dozen brooms, which he of- stantial manner,
fered for sale. The merchant (who by the
Don’t forget the number of the new Rubber
way is fond of a good bargain,) examined his
Store, 147 Middle Street.
dec30d3w

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN 6c CHASE,
No. 4 Contra] Wharf.
Aug. 29—dtf

Stone-Cutters

Wanted.

Immediately,

twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
JAMES ANDREWS,
Apply to
Doc 27—dtf
Biddeford.

WANTED

commuu

Emporium,

nnrl caiH

“Well, Cyrus, I will give you a shilling
apiece for these brooms/’
U. S.
Sale.
Cry us seemed astonished at the offer, and
quickly replied:
States of Amebic a. I
“Oh, no, John, I can’t begin to take that United
District ot Maine, ss.
)
for ’em, no how; but I’ll let you have 'em for
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
twenty cents apiece, and not a cent less.”
PURSUANT
Hon. Arthur Ware,
ot
the United States
“Cyrus, you are crazy,” replied John. “Why rnstrict Court, within andJudge
for the District ol
Maine,
see here,”
a fine lot of brooms, “is an
‘°r
“ale
a‘
1>U lic auction, to
showing
°£er
article a great deal better than yours ('which the highest bidder therefor, the iollowing pronertv
Mid merchandize, at the time and
plane within Mid
was true), which I am
retailing at twelve and District as follows, vi*:—
a null cents apiece (which was not true
sevAt the Appraiier’M
by
Ao. 198 Fore Street, in
Office,
en and a hah cents.)
Portland, on THURSDA if, the
day
"
“ of
“Don care for that,” answered Cyrus;— January current, at 11 o'clod:, A.'l'wenty-fifth
Id.
brooms
Five Eighth Casks op Brandy; Two Barare cheap
“your
enough, but you can’t rels
New England Rum; Two KkgbofBbanhare mine lor less than
twenty cents anyhow;” dy; one Keo
Jamaica Rum; Three Kegs
and p.-e,jading to be more than half
angry, W hiskxy; two Kegs Whiskey; four Cases
shoudered his brooms and started for

Marshal’s

the

door.

Tue merchant getting nervous over the
loss 0/ a good customer, and fearing that he
might go to another store, and never return,
said:
“dee here, Cyrus, hold on a while. If I give
you twenty cents for your brooms, you will not
object to take the price of them oui in goods?”
“Ho, I don’t care if I do,” replied Cyrus.
“Well, as you are au old customer, I will
allow you twenty cents apiece for this lot.—
Let me see—twenty-four times twenty makes
Just four hundred and eighty cents. What
hind of goods will you have, Cyrus?”
“Wall, now, John, reckon it don’t make any
dl3e/once to you what sort of goods I take,
doe. it?”
“D i, no, not at all—not at all,” said the

The

havingbeen decreed forfeit to the United
States, in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds
disposed of according to law.
at Portland, this tenth day of
January, A.
jjDMod

“Wju, then, as it don’t make any difference,

I wiu take the amount in them brooms of
yours at twelve and a half cents apiece. Let
me see—four dollars and
eighty cent3 will get
thirty brooms, and ten cents over. It don’t
mak ; much ditfeAnce
John, about the ten
ce itr, but as you are a
right clever fellow, I
believe I’ll take the change in terbacker ”
When Cyrus went out of the door with his
brooms and “terbacker,” John was seized with
a serious breaking out at the
mouth, during
which time he was distinctly heard to
violate
the third commandment several times by the
who
all
the
bystanders,
enjoyed
joke.

AT~TH18!

LOOK

GREAT PRICES GIVEN
—FOB—

CHARLES CLARK,
u- 8- Marshal District of Maine.

Dog

Lost !
t A>
REWARD. A small black DOG,
BW With a white stripe on his breast; has three
whito toes, and goes by the name of Mac.
iQjlp
k.' ,'L Any on® returning the same, will receive

“^Tag^s

Stable.

8TJUAR8

!

300
ROVER,"

from

BROWN

Fin
°#f

Havau“”r^lo by

**

WM.
Clothing

BSOWN,

good stylo,

or all
and at

No. 91 Federal Street,

kinds Cleansed and Repaired In
short notice. Second-hand Cloth

fag bought and sold.

sspttodw

Whit a Lead.
Atlantic V.'Mte Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

139
Jan 9, 1888.

DR.

& Co.,
Commercial St.
jal0d3w

P. D.

BUNNELL,

LEAD, Dry and

in

Oil,

".ED

LEAD,

Glass-mc ers*

LITHARGE,
Lead,

Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled
and Refined.
For sale

genwuiiy,

by Druggists

and

Congress Street, cures without medicine
the following diseases:—Rheumatism, Catarrh,
■MV" Complaints, Kidney Affections, Nervous DeSH“I> Falling ol the Womb, all kinds of Sexual
1'0sa of Voice, Deaftiess, Weak Eyes.Dis203

LLL vP1**??,® of ‘he Hefirt, Lungs, Brain and
call at
JSU ,wbo are not nblo to pay are invited to

&

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

was
was

in the

by

oheap.

Asaremeuy lormuney complaints,

iuu

U\auu"

veJ?jro&altaMtaaelphla.

the

White rine

Compound stands unrivalled. It was not originated
for that purpose; but a person in using it for a cough,
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of a kidney difficulty oi ten years’ standing. Since
that accidental discover}' many thousands have used
it lor the

same

complaint, and have been completely

cured.”
%
The abovo was wrltfou by Dr. Poland in I860.—
Since then, as in Manchester, the White Pine Com-

pound has u-eu the lead of a 1 cough remedies, awell as preparations for the euro of kidney diilicul
ties, in every city, town, village andliamlet, throughout the New England States
The past year has given great opportunity to test

the virtue of t'>e White Pine Compound. It has
been an unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very
large quantities of the Whi e Pine Compound have
It
been sold and used with the happiest effects
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it
in its praise
is prepared are
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently 1 have known
persous to have a cold entirely removed in two days,
oy using ess than half a bottle. From one to two
teaspoonftilsisalargedose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on going to bed.
The limits to which I purposely confine myself in
this circular will not allow of (hat lull expression
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
Compound It is universally admired by all who use
it,—it has attained to such a popularity among those
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
possibly iu part prompt me to record more here than
hurried peop e will have patience to read: so I will
stop, by merely recoino.ending o all wbo need a
oough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the

TJF

TOWN

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 3S3 Congress Street.

AT

SAMUEL

BELL’S

found one of the best selected stocks
of BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtl

CAN

be

Whitb Pinh Compound.

TESTIMONIALS
A Tery large number of important testimonial
have already been received from Physicians, Clergy-

men, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in society, speaking in the most haltering terms of the
White Pine Compound.
Dr Nicholsof Northfield, Vt ,says:
•‘I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious not on<y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also in affections of the kidneys, debility' of the
stomaoh and other kindred organs.”
Rev J K Clirse of Kuimiey, N. H write*:

want good articles for Presents, call and look
at the Italian, Turkish and other Chairs, Fancy
Tables, Camp Stools, and a host ol Brackets, Ac..
BURROUGHS A HUDSON,
Ac., at
4

Free St. Block.

of the firm of Randall A

HARRIS, WOODBURY A ATWOOD.
HARRIS, ATWOOD fc CO.
Ja4d3w
January 1, 1866.
Notice.
THE undersigned have this day associated themA
firm
A

name

of

X>OW
LIBBY,
for the transaction ol a general
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.
Ac OC Exchange Street, Portland.
John Dow.
Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m
Frank W. Libby.

Morena

Molasses.

IIHDS. (SIERRA
284
} ES30 TCS.
For ttale by

ja3U2w

MORENA MOLASS-

CEO. S. HUNT,
1U Oommental St.

M.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

and 2 30

M.

p.

Freight trains leave Portland and
Portland, Nov. C, 18C5—dtl

daily.

Boston

FRANCIS

n

CHASE, Supt.

STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ot the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It givesimmediate relief, and effects a
Piles.
permanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
For sale bv all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdCm

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1*65,
rains will leave as follows, until further

DR.

Leave Saco
and 3 40 p. m.

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
and 5 301» u.
The 9 40 a m and 200 p. m. trains will be freight
trams, with passenger cars attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

a

the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels qnce the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, SpitPalpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
ting ofintooa,
the Baclt and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
Pam
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly P&ins, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they needt as they are so oompact and inodorous
be
earned
in the vest pocket. Price 60
\hat they may
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July idly

PLEASANT

LIFE, GROWTH AND

BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act

directly upon

the roots

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the result. Radies and Children
will

appreciate

the delightand rich,

ful fragrance
glossy
imparthair,
fear
of soiling
skin, scalp,
elegant

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

BRADFORD

RENICK,
MERCHANTS,71 Broadway, New
Ic

COMMISSION
York, execute orders lor Southern Timber of any

required dimension with despatch, and on the most
iavorablo terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports.
They are also prepared to
furnish Oak and Northern 1'ine Timber, hewn or

sawn

to

order.

RAILWAY,

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
LgyESgSaTJ

pine

pulmonary

As soon as your article was Drought to my notico, it
therefore secured my attention: and I have not failed
to acquaint myself w'tha sufficient number of facts
to produce a settled judgment as to i s va ue. Some
of my own family Lave tried it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one of the best cough medicines ever prepared. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, 1 have
good reason t <>. believe it to be all it claims, as a reme-

dy for

kidney diseases and diabetes
L
Yours truly,

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
«f and Dealer. In all kind, ol

Importer.

Hardware and Window-Glass,

On and after Monday, Nov.
trains will run as follows:

N.

No. 33

Compound:
“The White Tine Compound is advertised at much
length iu ©nr co umns, and we are happ y to learh
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous expectations.
It is the very best medicine for

cougns and colds wo know of, and no family that has
We speak from
once used! will ever be without it.
our own know edge, it is sure to kil a cold, aud p easantassure. The greatest inventions come by acoidedt, and it is singular that the Whi e ine Gommade for Colds and Coughs, should prove to
9 he greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known.
Bntsoitis. We cannot doubt It, so many testimo
nials come tens from well known men. Besides, the
character of Dr. Po and is such that we know be will
not countenance what is wrong. For vears a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi-i aliments, with a delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upon tho grave, he made the
disoovery which has saved himself and cal ed out
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
possible. W e have know Dr. Polandfor years, and I
never knew a more conscientious, honest, upright
man, and we are glad to state that we beiieve whatever he says about his White Pine Compound.

Exchange Street,
MAINE,

Manufacturer* of and Dealers In

FURNACES, RANGES,
Clocking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

WORKERS

OF

Will be manufactured In future at the

From Montreal, Quebec &o.

145 p.m.'

...

The Company

are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $504 additional value.
C. J CRY DOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland, Nov. 1,1B65

Street, Boston,

J. W. POLAND, M- D.

Solo Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

nov2dtl

Portland to

via Waterville*
Kendall** Mills*

Skowhegan

and

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays

for Bath, Lewiston via AnR.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Skowhcgan, and intermediate Stations, at

MKE—^^F^exceptod)
R.

Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

everywhere.

J. W. PERMITS, W. F. PHILLIPS, and H.
HAT General Agents Tor the State of Maine.

U

Novd7—oodAeowJm.

Bags

Flour and Meal t

l-*t ud 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
^n Superior Yellow Meal for Table Use. for
CHASE BROTHERS,
ale by 7
Head Long Wharf.

1-0

Dec 14—tr*t tf

on

the Stand

JOHNSONS REPRODUCTOR!

ANDERSON,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

Tempi. Street.

Summer

will

change

first depot they

at the

cars

fast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson. Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
and for China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.

Will, until

W. HATCH, Train Manager*
Doc. 11.1S65—dtf

MAINE CENTRAL

Cabin

R.

R.

growm so
that now she has a thick head of hair which the most
thorough combing and brushing will not in the least
remove.
Both myself and wife have found It excellent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best
preparation 1 ever used.
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer
any
one to me personally.
cruaauu

Very respectfully,

yours,

i^r&gaifiP Trains leave Portland daily (Grand

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

Dec 15.1865.

dc22tf

Grand Trunk

Railway.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,
APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket

90

Exchange

Office,

Street.

jy Faros from $4 to %1 lower via. the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt., Bangor.

Trunk

JAS.

E.

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

80

August

10„

1865.

PORTLAND.

10—dfim

West, South,

North-West and the Oauadae.

D.

PEBKINS,

JACKSON

&

Rubber

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information oheerfuily furnished.
Taivur.LERfl will find it greatly tothoiradvantage
to procure Through Tickets at the

Portland Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street. lnP stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passag. Tlokets for California, by the Old Line

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured

by early application at this offioe.
Maroh SO. 1866.

“Portland

marSOdAwtf

„Th® •pletidid

AND

Weather Strips!
warranted when properly applied to Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the
Wind,
and damp. It is tar more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost. II baa never in a single instance felled to
satisfaction—and perfect satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
have It applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health ana comfort, but as a matter ol economy, for
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the feel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartment com-

ARE
Dust, Rain, Snow

Every ono tr.forested ore invited to call at No.
so Federal st„ inventor’s exchange,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Monidings solicited—will be fitted to housees if desired.
Parties in the State desiring large or small quantities of
Weather Strips and Monidings!
Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be flllod for the State of Maine:
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
In all
other cases tne money muBt accompany the order.
Agents Wanted throughout the State. Infotr
motion will be gi ven in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.
WHITTEN A SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street,
Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28— d3m
..

Shirt

Patterns?

cut from:

measure,

By CHARLES CUBTI8 A CO.
Morton Block.
May 9—dtt

LINE.

and

fast

'^""^■Shhxwood,
loliows:

neither

op]K>rtunity

nor

time to make

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Steamship*
IT. ShirCapt. U.

who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
AH

will an til lurther notice,
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portlard, every WEDHESat 4 V' M-> r-B'1 lpave Pi®r
HAJ *lntl!^iATU5i>A10
•» Eiat
Elver, Mew York, every WEDNESDAY
ana SATUEDA Y, at 4 o'olook P. M
These vessels are fitted up w;th fine accommodations for passengers,
making this the most speedy,
safe and uomfortxbla roate Ibr travel!or" between
Maine
Passage, in Btate Hoorn,
«U». Cabin passage «6.0°. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by thlsUne to and from MonB“*or’ B.th, Angasto, Eastportand
ran as

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may loilow impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole system.

Do not wait lor the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Los* of Beauty
and Complexion.

r?A,n*

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
! Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
Shippers arereqaested to send their freight to the complaint
gencraUy the result of a bad habit in
steamers at early as 8 P. M. om the
day that they youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warleave Portland.
ranted or no charge made.
For freight or passage apply to
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
EMEU?fc FOE, Brown’ii Wharf, Portland.
or more young man with the above disease, some oi
* CO., Ho. M West Street,
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hod
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
Mav 39. 1866.
dtf
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and In a snort time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

SfjoS*^

The

Eye, Ear,

Catarrh

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a flight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
the patient cannot account For.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment wiU often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen

THROAT!

wUl appear,

Factory

Portland

on

G. M. & A. B. HAYES.
CHARLES W. HAYES,
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE,
BENJAMIN II. HOUSTON,

STEPHEN

200 Moscoiv Beaver

OVERCOATS!
FOR SALE

VERY

ROW

-BY-

S.

A. Lufkin &

B.

Co.,

94 MIDDLE STREET.
Jan 5—(12w

Apples for Sale.
subscriber is receiving a large amount of
APPLES on consignment, and will sell them
VERY LOW, as they must be closed up immediate-

THE

ly-

healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the l>rM
do so »>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
AH correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

TUB INDEPENDENT

returned, it desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. .5 Tomple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Mo
tar Send a Stamp for Circular.

CLAIRVOYANT I

—,

-AN

Electric

Physician

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

/

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No. 11

DR. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 5
Temple Street, which they wUl find arranged tor (hell

Clapp*s block.
Clear Case

of

accommodation.
especial
Dr. H.’s Electic

Clairvoyant Sight.

Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superiff virtue in regulating aU
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES wUl find it invaluable in &U cases of ob
•tractions after aU other remedies have been tried in
vain,
it is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken

Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my Bincere thanks for the cure you have effected on
my

My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
January in a very singular manner. We called
Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teM

child.
last

in six of the best

what

the disease

was.

Some friends advised that

with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to any part of the country, with AiII directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

we

Clairvoyant; there being none in
we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
should call

on a

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
ance.

“There Is

ne

TO

300
150

Copaiba,

Copaibt

Oj>al

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

CO.

978 Greenwich St„ New York.
Sold br Druggists all over the World.

majSBOdly

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

DEMING,

Electrician,

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the Hailed States Hotel,
YNTHERE he would respectfully announce to the
V V citizens or Portland and
vicinity, that he has
permanently located In this city. During the two
years we have been In this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in
persons wiio have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and
curinc
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer tliia question
we will say that all that do not
stay cured * we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician (br twentwone years, and is also a regular graduated
physiojah.
Electrictty is perfectly »<looted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neurai-wa hi
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption “when
In the acute stages or where the lungs arc not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula hie
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’Dance, deaftiess, stammering or heeitancy of speech, dyspepsia-indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, aud all forms of female

on our

Railroad.
The Stockholders ot the
Portland Railroad Company

hereby notified that
annual meeting will be
held at the Office of said Company,comer of Congress
and Centre Streets, on MONDAY, January 15th,* at
3 o’cloc* P. M. for the choice of Officers and transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them.
are

M. G. PALMER, Secretary.
Portland. Jan. 8th, 1886.—dtw

Sea* 25 Cents for Certificate*

postagdfand

Country, an<i

BRYAN BROS, .f
Nov 4—-d3nws

Copartnership.
der the
THE

formed
and firm of

name

KINO
And

&

a

copartnership

DEXTER,

having purchased

the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINESS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal

Streets.

JOSEPH A.

KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

tunity

SLEIGH-BARGE

“THE BELLE."
%

Also, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and

youth
obliterated; the accidents of mature iile
prexented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
are

on

active circulation maintained.

Portland, Sept. 22,

1865.

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the now firm
sep29 ’65 tf

to

W.

C.

COBB,

purchased the Retail Business of
Messrs. PEARSON &
togetherwith
their City Carts, intends to carry on the

HAVING

BAKING

SMITlf,

BUSINESS !

No. 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict
attention bo may be
mvo ea with the
patronage of their former customwould also respectfully invite all others wishing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and
He

m match.

Portland, Doc 12,1865.

dotttf

the most reasonable terms.
for yourselves.

E3P"Call and examine

LADIES
Who have cold hanoa and fret; weak
stomachs, lam
and weak backs; nervous and sick headacheness and swimming in tlio
head, with
and
constipation or the bowels; pain in the side and hack
leucorrhcea, (or whites);
of the womb within
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all tWi
train of diseases will And In
»
of cure.
For painful menstruation
menstruation, and ad of thoee
Doubleis a certain specific.
rt Um®’ re*t<>re
sufferer to the

J. W.

dl,“'

South

indigestion

tan'^onfrue

longu’ne*??

nf .‘fils Electricity

Dec

I

23—dim_

FIRE AND

TEETHI

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elecpain.

Persons

COMPOSITION,

Ahorse,
DDE®0®28’
The Horse is
and

is a

For Sale.
carp.yall, sleigh, iiarnfsu
BLANKKTS’ SADDLfe, Mid BR?:

nearly « years old,
vbry promising animal.

very
(in color!
J lastMin
color)

outh^taT7*"1*"8ht’*00d*ty,e*nJ
18
8leJgh

mile in Ihrec

condition*8

*

pr!me
minutes.

*tttnd9 *itt'

one> »«<* ha* often been

Dear^ ncw» an^ other fixings

in

a

good

b.^:?and may
ilan’y 5,1866—tf

CRAB. FAYSON.

AND

Gravel

—

Rooting

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

having decayed

teeth or stumps thev wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a'polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Maonetic Machines lor sale
lor family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can acconuuiNlate a lew patients with board
and treatment at bis nouse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 P. M- and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation frea.
novltl

IMPROVED

WATER-PROOF FELT
—

I

BOBINSOfl,

Streot Hiding and Lirery Stable

WARREN’S

v"g!>rofbeolthh

tricity without

Ride.

lic

bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; tho blemishes
ol

TEETH I TEETH

Sleigh

a

The subscriber would take this opporto remind his friends and the pubihat he is ready with his beautiful

The Rheumatic, tho gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elasticity or youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frost-

Electricity

un-

CO.,

Libcr‘*S‘-

Now for

By Electricity

failing

undersigned have

list for One Dollar.

In all transact ions by mail, we shall chare* for forwarding the Certificates, paving the
doing the business, 25 cents each, which must beencloseli * ''on
Five Certificate.
12 r°r $2: 30 for (6; 100 fcr (15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and Countv in the
those acUng as such wUl be allowed 10 cents on
every
certificate ordered by them, provided their iemittancc amount* to One Dollar. Agent* will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 18 cents to
us.
either in Cash or Postage Stamps.

complaints.

Horae

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
44
44
with Bells and

200 to 600 44
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
50 44
44
500
30 to 100 44
Cliatiug Dishes,
44
1000
Ice PI chei s,
20 to
50 44
44
2500
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to 50 44
44
500#
Goblets * Drinking Cups, 5 to
50 44
'*
3000
15 to
20
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,rard *CakeBaskets20 to 5» 44
5000 Doz. n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
20 dos.
44
44
10000
40 44
TableSj*oons* Forkr20 to
250 Gents’ Goldlinnt’g-CaseWatches50 to 100 each
250 Ladies’ Gobi * Enameled ilunting-Casc Watches,
35 to
70 44
500 Gents' Hunting Case Silver
Watches,
36 to
70 44
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and GoM Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine Chains* GuardChaina,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
10 44
5000
and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Floren4ipe
4 to
Eardrops,
8 44
7600 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DifunorulRreast-pin-2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10 44
5000 Seta Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
Studs, &c.,
3 to
8 44
3000 Gokl Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
10 44
2.60
to
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 44
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, <Stc,
2 to
8 44
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.60 to
10 44
6000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamonu Rings,
2 to
1C •*
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 44
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
Holders,
10 44
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extrnsion
15 to
Holders,
25 44
5000 Ladles’ Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 “
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
lo 44
Certificates of the various articles are first put Into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On receipt ol
the certificate, you will sec what you are' to have,
and then It is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers
may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond
Ring, or any set of Jewelry

there Is no need of confinement or oh in *e of diet
In its approved form of n pasts, it is entirely tasteleas, and eauses nonnpleassnt sensation to the patient, and no enpesure. It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
olass ofdiseasss, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that can be relied at on with
any oertninty or suoeess.

!M!edical

are

SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLES!

is the male or female, frequently performing
perfect care In the short space of three or tour
and
days,
always iu leas time than any other preparation. in the use of
Tarrantt Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

N.

JYot to be Paid

AU to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !

a

DR. W.

AT

know what you
to reoeire.

es

Ac

OF

for until you

Certain, and Speedy Cure for a.'l diseasIS ofSure,
the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either

TAR RANT

DISPOSED

Without Regard to Value.

TA.RRA.NT’8

s

BE

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

such Word as Fall.”

Cubebs and

jant.!865d«S:wly

Half Million Dollars Worth

that all may see for themselvos that this statement is
really so. Iam confident that the child couhl not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
•kill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10, 1866.
dcl2tf

JEREMIAH HOWE,
No. 27 Commercial Street, Portland.
Jan 4—dlw

hue,

fuU and

HOUSTON,

dc27d3w*

thin milkish

a

can

CHARLES THUNBUBG.

Portland, Dec IB. 1SCB.

the color will be of

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a

Street,

Formerly occupiod by

or

again changing to a dark and turbid apixarance.
There are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Tanning Company,”

for the purpose of carrying on the business of Wool
Pulling and Tanning Sheep and Calf Skins,and taken
the

CO.,

moulding

ioner, haring

himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
pursues
sy stem of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

IS

Wholesale and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL
and WOOIt, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.
Dec21.18«5-dtf

Bradstreet’s

—dtf

CHESAPEAKE,iCapt W.
^SraBW
'itMniSmikwood and FitAHCONlA.

LITTLE

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Ray,
Quincy, 3t, Lcnli, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Ac., and is prepared to famish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the prinoipal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

St., Portland,

ore existing under the
S k. .IACKSON <fc SON.
will be continued alter this date under the
style of

feb.18,1863

T0 THU

GEOBGE BLAKE,
MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE.”

Copartnership hereto
rpHE
A name of

f!u“*

*2.00.

....

New England Screw Steamship Co

Important to Travelers
MB

&c.,

Copartnership Notice.

Wed nee-

Providence that

me

Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manufacturer of Britannia Ware.corner of Union and Fore
or at his residence In Westbrook.
Manufactured and sold wholesale and retail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON. \o. 80 Middle
St., Portland, (Up Stair*).
Dec 28—dtf

Portland,

passenger lor every $500 additional value.
I*. BILLINGS, Agent.

A

«•Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Aubum and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains irom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at a P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
(5^7 Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

that time
1 was fading oil very
and
had be*
I rapidly

V *

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efflcacy established by well tested experience lu
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
gggyyatory studies tlu> him tor all the duties he must
tuinil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
®*,:*>*N** Importing to be the beet in the world.
but always injurleus.
The un?!?*» * hJ, Uwc*cm»i
LLAit in selecting his
!Un*UiV.^ttJ ,ou.l,i *** a PARUC
Ianu n table yet incontroverta. JJJfe
«‘any sypliilitic patients are made
n use able with ruined
constitutions by maltreatment
Irom inexperienced physicians hi
general practice;
lor it Ls a point
conceded by the feat svphilgenerally
ograpliers, that the study and management of these
should
complaints
engross the whole time oi those
who would bo comj>etent and sueecaafti! in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practit-

run as

Freight taken as usual
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amouut exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given aud paid for at the rate of
one
ftp

a
Aug
5,

suc-

Every intelligent

day. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, W’eduesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, atS o'clock P.M,
Fare

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

her

entirely stopped the
hilling off ana lias in*

notice,

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf,
every Monday, Tuesday

in

of his sUJl and

assurance

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Montreal,

further

sufficient

cess.

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

Skowhegan,

Reproducer
yourhair
at

come so thin as tooxThe
pose the scalp.
use of one bottle has

furnishing

arrive at in

Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Lotv by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel-

—

5

Arrangement!

THE

for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
(Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowliegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at li.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for aU Stations on.this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R„ can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east

Dear Sir:
Two
months ago my wife
commenced
using

f

LINeI

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

at 5.15 P.M.

>
“Portland,
Dec. 27, *65. J
Mb. Johnson,

1

CO..

&

wharf, Bo8ton,

9 T

arising

the terrible vice of seif-abuse.
to tliat particular branch oi
profession, he icels warranted in (*carranteeino A CritE in all
CASES, whether of long
standing or recently contracted* entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making u
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
lie would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned
reputation
or

the medical

M.
Portland

l.00 P.

At

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
v.h it dawtr

Witness

IV FAVOR OF

Impure connection

Devoting his entire time

droscoggin
Mills,

5£y Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
&ug9dtl

Another

bl'KAauE.

Nov
Not 22-dlvr
22-dlj r

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing December, 11,1SG5.

Mage© Furnaces and. Stoves.

fortable.

DR. S WETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Medicine

I ROW

YITHEEE he can l>c consulted privately, anil with
tli** utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours aily, and irom 8 A. M. to 9 1*. M.
Hr. II. addresses those who are
suffering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether
troin

Jrom
Boston,.. at 12 M.
FV.il">* Wharf, Philadelphia.at 10 A.M.
«hR.C the West forwarded hv Ihe PennsylvaCuial iu.i’.r"1'1. *2 Baluinurc and Washington l.y

CF0^ld,^ivt'°'fO,U,UiSS,Un9SOULE

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R/ jjM; ®oCK°MWELL

give

New England Botanic Depot.

REV.

HEAVT

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

TheWhite Pine Compound*
Proprietor,

SOOT,

PORTLAND

so

FROM ELERY E. CAHOOtf.
Brewster, Mass., aiarch 19, 1863.
Dr. Polahd*.—I fee it my duty to inform you of
the very gi eat bene lit which I have received from the
use of your White Pine Compound.
In August, 1861,
I towk a very severe co d. which continued to afllict
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very severe cough, nu ht sweats and some b.eeding, proha
b>y from the throat. Through the fall and whiter my
cough was very distressing, reducing my fiesn aud
strength, and rendering me untit for labor. I tried
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, however valuable, gave me any re-ief.
In March, 1862,
as you may remember, I wrote to you stating my du
cttulties and asking advice. You sent me some of the
White Pine Compound
I commenced taking it, and
immediately began to amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
week8l was out in active labor, and in a few months
gained up to 165 pounds. 1 know that it was the
White Pine Compound which did a 1 this for me.
I
soon began to have persons app
y to me for the medicine, and as you now, I ordered it lor sale,
mouths, though without much exertion, I dh_
54o bottles of the Compound here on the Cape.I would add that several persons of my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hopeless as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine Compound.
The White Pine compound, advertised at length in
our oolumns, is not oni v as to its name inviting, but is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. .1.
Poland, the
inven or, has the confidence of ‘he many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
useftilJy many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in bis medical discovery.
[Roetou
Watchman vnd Reflector.
The editor of the Manehctter Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Dally', thus speaks of the

&

1Vo. 5

eveuy five days.
Long Whar

SEMI-WEEKLY

lan d Po nd to Quebec and Montreal.
No Bag gage can be received or chocked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810 A m^

W.

2TOYE8

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Line.

Steamship

6r*,1865,

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 735 A m.
Mail Train for Waterville,
Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Moutreil and Quebec at 110» m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroit and
Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from

Jan 5, ’66—dlyr

A.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now torm the line, and a
steamer leaves each nort

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.

C. STEVENS.

[Several other clergymen and physicians have alwritten to Dr P., high y approving of his White
Pine Compound ]

DEXTER,

and

—

ocl2d3m

KING &

Boston

M.

A.

8tandish, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
t onwa3', Bartlett, Jackson
Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison and Eaton, N. U.
At Buxton Center for West
Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Nowfield,
Parsonsfield and Oesipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
VAN CARPENTER, Supt.
w
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dtf

to

~

.r

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Ueorge

Under the supervision of

Style ol

—

liospel—indued

is

onr

and alter Nov. 6, 1865, Prssengor
rains leave as follows
T.eave Portland for Boston at b 15 a. m. and 2 20 r.

.w;On

PORTLAND^ ROCHESTER R.R.

quainted myself with the leading principles of Hydropathy, Homoeopathy, Thorapsouiai.ism, Eclecticism, and other systems which have claimed public

106 Hanover

selves under the

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor Now England.

THE

WOODBURY,

adWoodbury,
firm from this date.
mitted member ot
LATE
firm hereafter to be

1

Medical.
I>K. «J- B. HUGHES

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Timekeepers

favor within the last tweuty-live years •, so that 1
;eel at liberty on this ground to speak my conviotions.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor—obliged to relinquish the ministry
merely on account of illhealth, but still cherishing
all he ardor of your early years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, iu other ways to
proclaim the glorious
me, as a matter of duty, to comply witn your request.
In 1863 1 became acquainted with Deacon Holmes
DaBoardman, of Maine, bro her of the late
na Boardman, formerly missionary in Burundi, and
from him for the first time learned the wonderful
bark
re had a
medicinal qualities of white
few year* before been brought to the borders of the
best
of
what
the
physicians
pronounced
grave by
consumption, and was given up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
made by his own hands from this bark. Since that
time, unti* 1 became acquainted with your article, I
have been surprised tha no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

_Steamboats.

PORTLAND

M

Depot

Fyou

a

Lungs.

“1 have for years regarded your White Pine Comappearance
as an inva uable remedy. I can truly say that
regard it as even more efficacious aud valuable than 1 ed to the
and no
1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and
ever.
It works charmingly.”
the
or
Hon. P. H Sweetser of South Reading, writes:
most
“Having long kn wn something of the valuable
head-dress.
medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared
Said by all Druggists.
on seeing an advertisement of your White Pino Comto give the medicine a trial It has been u-ed
pound,
198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.
of
for
several
members
for
colds
fiimily,
my
uy
years,
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidney diffiW. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents for
culties, with excellent results Several of our friends Maine
have also received much benefit from the Compound.
Sept 27, 1865—d&w6m
We intend to keep it always on hand
REF. h. D. HODGE.
of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physifor the Million!
cian, as well as a preacher, in a letter to Dr. P dated
May 21, 863, says: “1 find it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”
THE PEOPLE’S IMPROVED
FROM A BOSTON PASTOR
Boston, Jan-a ry^619G 2.
Rev. J. W Toland M D
POCKET TIMEKEEPER.
Dear Sir:—Your White Pine Compound has been
used in my family*, and I know of ethers who have used !
PRICE 85 CENTS EACH.
it, always with a good effect, and I feel fully justified,
aud it is with pleasure that 1 say that I regard it (un
most novel and useful Invention of the age,
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly deservconstructed on tho most approved pinciples, and
ingof the entire confidence of the public. Not only warranted to denote solar time with greater accurado 1 consider it a sale, but au efficient remedy for all
than
tho most expensive watch ever vet invented,
cy
diseases of the throat.
and can never get out of order. No family should he
without
it.
LETTER FROM REF. L. C. STFFENS,
Price, with white enameled dial, gold or silver gilt,
Pastor of Baptist Church, GoJJTstown Centre, N• H
25 cents, and sent by mail to any part of this country
Dr. J. W Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me
or British Provinces.
Address, with one red stamp,
whatltliink of your White Piue Compound. Inover
I*. G. 1IOMEH,
before put pen to paper to tell any man what I
janld&wlm
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a pliysiBoston, Mass.
ciauof the o'd school, eariy led me to serious suspicious of all nostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stamp of that fraternity. But these suspicions!
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully acSOUTHERN PINEl

GEORGE W 8WETT, U. D.,

Christmas and New Year.

II.

CcuqhMorf

high

JOHN F.

Wanted.

COMPOUND!

spring

£ouud,

Sierra
PA RTN ER with $600 in cash, in n
facturine business in the cl tv of
Business afi cash and
**'
Address C. L. T., Portland P.,Vf
O
Jan 19-dft-

early

of 1855 that this compound
originated. A member of my family w as
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. I had for some montlis
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of whitepine might be so compounded as to bo very use ml i'u he case of the throat
and lungs. To test the value of it in the case alluded
to, I compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that 1 had been planning, and gave it in teaspoonf ll
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering ibr some weeks from a
a sudden cold, and bad
bad cough, occasioned
She soon found
raised mucus streaked with blood.
for
She
took about ten ounces
and
sent
more.
relief,
of it and got well. J. 15. Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation in the case of a severe cold, a.id was
cured immediately, lie was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attending its
saesif placed beforo the public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a name and send it abroad to
benufi' the suffering. In November, 1855, I first advertised it under the name of White Pine Compound
In two years irom that time ihero had been wholesaled in Manchester aioucone hundred dollar's worth,
where it took the lead of all the cough remedies in
the market, and it still maintains that position. There
is good reason for all this; it is very soothing and
healing iu its nature, is warming to the stomach, and
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly
“It

Copartnership

Healing Physician,

A

k,

■

Manufacturers of PU vE WHITE

W.

Lynch, Barker

description*, by

&c. “Give us a Call.”
TOKEN & WATSON,
68 Union St., oor. Middle.

bng

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

prepared to repair

every description of FAIRBANKS
SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in torn*
plete order Skates, Scissors, Knives,

dc21dtr

BOXEN

NO.

We, the undersigned, having formod

same

v
Jan
10—dl5d

merjoint.

Notice!

a copartnership, are

Not 2#—dtt

WHITE PINE

Railroads.

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

pine.

PRICE CURRENT Copartnership

India Rubber

W. POLAND’S

round

Wanted,

Gentlemen. Remember that
WM. GRACE 6c CO., offer better inducements
EITHER
to returned
and
than
other
Ladies

J.

first class, and will sail semi-

to visit the Island of Cuba.
In currency.
Price of passage,
For freight or passage, apply to
H.
KINSMAN & CO.,
WM.
3 India Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD A CO.,
6 India Street.
JanSdtf
Boston, Jan. 3d, 1866.

ONE
power) all complete.
Second-hand
and

Nov. 11—dtf

are

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing

For Sale.
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler.
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
BP* All kinds oi Machinery promptly made

COMPANY.

STEAMSHIP

Deer

2

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

Coolidge

decllatf

1865.

11th,

Dec.

a qbeat

son

Liverpool.

Return Tiokets Granted at Reduoed Rates.

SEVERAL

particulars,

and

.Londonderry

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lota in Cape Elizthree
minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
abeth,
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the ShemTs Office, Poi ta
lind, where
plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
•jen.
mayl3tf

octl8dtt

3. Mails.

Passengers Booked to

all in

AU of the lower part of the dweUlng No. 6
Mechanic St. Price $200 per
year.
■XL For particulars inquire on the premises.
Jon 10—d2t*

other-

wise, h not over baif an inch in diameter, will
take care of themselves.
Where the expo.- ed
sunaco if larger, some protection ought to he
applied. Slieuac dissolved in alcohol, makes a
good covering, but it is very liable to crack off.
Grafting wax answers a good purpose; but

Monday,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this viciuty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
298 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
july25dtf

Two-story
Street, at
THE
For

LEAVE

the 29th ot January.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
CS'-Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO fctA,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Jan 8—dtf
Portland, M«.

To Let.

wholly neglected or executed at an unseasonable time and in an improper manner. Most
species of fruit trees which have been properly

the

on

ot

WILL

Great New England Kemedy!
DR.

St. Thomas, Para, Pernambuco and BahUt, Every Trip,

VERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house is

61 o.

Whatever in the garden or orchard can be
done during the busy days of winter, is so
mucu gained lor the busy days of the milder
Oi winter work among
Seasons ol the year.
apple trees, the destruction of the eggs of catterphiars has been recommended in a former
communication.
Pruning, in the annual routine of the management oi an orchard, is also one of the operations which may be advantageously performed in winter, but which is often either

me

/ta original estimated cost
about

ol the

Wkii icy breatu he
thy breast,
And freezes to tue very tips
The leaves that nestle tuee to rest.
blame theo? I have

HOTEL,

M iscellaneous.

AT

CALLING

City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is ottered tor sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand sqnare feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use of guests, besides tour capacious stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences fbrarlKSi
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges o be fully equal to those of
is most
any Hotel in the country. Its construction
basement and first
thorough in all respects; the and
aU
other
parti
stories boing quite Are-proof,
H

For April break* thorn every year,
Frowning upon tnce, puny tni g,
And scarcely stoops to ..is.* a tear,
It to t in oyj a tear suould spring;
Ho trides widi by rosy lips,

Why should I

RIO DE JANEIRO,

in the

blossom, pretty one ?
Bo death loeceuioer’e emerald ico
were small, thy leaves were dun;
baas
Thy
The sunligut looked not In thine eyes.
Oh ted oie at wnat idle hour
When other tlowers arft folded up,

I

United States Mail Line

THE

-FOR-

Oa Middle, Willow o*dSilver Sis.,

When »li 'st thou

And

Medical.

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

lli

Thy petai nils

Steamships.

FOR SALE!

Sly loiterer

Under what

Let,

Jan26dtf

E» HER8EY, Agent,
No 1G Union Street.

T. B. MARSHALL & BRO

Commission & Lumber Merchants,*
DEALERS IN
West India, Rio, and

Ship Lumber.

our facilities tor
getting Lumber and Warn
long experience In the bustne,.. we belt. Vo
defy all competition in Ailing ship orders.
.-fP.°l‘lg_IDgn.t*’ °rd: ” »n«l Agencies solicited. At8 n,,,l forward!ne Cuods '<»
Md from

With

our
can

Jh?interkV.

Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1£G5.
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& Baldwin, N. A. liarWade & Co., Savannah:
0c4dtf

BUSINESS SUITS, of the beet Canada
*
Grey, made to or-ler, at
A. D. BEEVES,
n#ytd»f
it* Exchange bl.
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